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Gene therapy is a novel treatment modality which offers great potential for the control of carcinoma of the ovary. The efficacy of such approaches, however, is currently limited due to the inability of available gene delivery vehicles (vectors) to achieve efficient and selective gene transfer to target tumor cells. Proposed herein is a strategy to modify one candidate vector, recombinant adenovirus, such that it embodies the requisite properties of efficacy and specificity required for ovarian cancer gene therapy. This approach is based on targeting the delivered anti-cancer gene to tumor via two complimentary approaches. This strategy is based upon restricting the expression of the anti-cancer gene exclusively to ovarian cancer tumor cells ("transcriptional targeting") plus directing the binding of the viral vector particle exclusively to tumor cells ("transductional targeting"). This “double targeting” approach is highly novel. We have advanced this double targeting approach in the current period. In the first regard, we have improved the infectivity of adenovirus (Ad) for ovarian cancer targets via a knob “switch” method exploiting fiber knobs of canine and ovine Ad fiber knobs. In the second instance, we have defined optimized tumor selective promoters for ovarian cancer (TSPs). In this period we have shown the utility of both of these modifications to improve adenovirus targeting for ovarian tumor cells in vitro and in vivo. These studies have provided the framework for testing our overall concept in the future funding period, for ascertaining therapeutic gains of double targeting in murine models of carcinoma of the ovary.
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Introduction
Ovarian cancer is one of the most common causes of cancer death in women. In large part this is due to the late presentation of the disease. On this basis, it is clear novel therapeutic approaches are warranted. In this regard, gene therapy represents one such novel approach which may be applied in the context of carcinoma of the ovary. For this technique to be successful clinically, highly efficient gene delivery vectors are necessary to deliver therapeutic genes specifically to tumor cells. Tropism-modified adenoviral vectors are the best agent for cell-specific gene delivery. Ovarian cancer-specific markers have been described which can be exploited as a means to achieve specific infection via “transductional targeting”. The specificity of gene expression can be further improved by placing the gene under the control of an ovarian cancer-specific promoter via a “transcriptional targeting” approach. This “double-targeting” strategy achieves a synergistic improvement in specificity, thus enabling a therapeutic result to be obtained. This project seeks to develop an optimized gene delivery system based on a combination of the best available transductional and transcriptional targeting approaches for ovarian cancer. This system should result in highly efficient and specific expression of toxin encoding genes in tumor cells, enabling these cells to be selectively eradicated and thus offering a novel technique for the achievement of ovarian cancer gene therapy.

Body
We are seeking to accomplish efficient and selective gene delivery to ovarian cancer tumor cells with our double targeting approach [1]. In the initial reporting period of this award we sought to identify candidate tumor selective promoters (TSPs) which exhibited the requisite “tumor on/liver off” induction profiles. In support of this goal, we developed a novel tissue slice method to evaluate the “tumor on” phenotype of candidate promoters in a stringent assay context [2]. Based upon these concepts, we extended these studies to the current period to compare candidate promoters in a head-to-head fashion to identify the optimal ovarian cancer TSPs to carry forward in the context of our vector designs. This was accomplished employing stringent assay based upon a tissue slice method of primary tumor analysis. Of note in this regard, we were also able to show the extended utility of our tissue slice method in characterizing vector-related hepatotoxicity [2]. In our studies during this period we were thus able to rigorously characterize candidate promoters, vis à vis the key parameters of “tumor on” and “liver off” whereby we could accomplish via vector targeting maximized expression of our therapeutic transgene and minimized hepatotoxicity.

We also sought to achieve maximized target cell infectivity. In this regard, tumor cell deficiency of the primary adenoviral receptor coxsackie-and-adenovirus receptor (CAR) dictates the need for adenovirus tropism modifications to achieve CAR-independent infection [3]. We initially employed a strategy of fiber knob serotype chimerism exploiting human serotype chimeras (Ad serotype 3) and xenotype chimeras (canine, ovine, porcine) [4,5]. These studies demonstrated that CAR-independent infection provides a means to achieve dramatic infectivity enhancement of tumor cells. Direct comparison of
the various modifications demonstrated that serotype chimerism of human type 3 adenoviruses achieved the highest target cell infectivity enhancements in the context of the broadest range of human ovarian cancer target cell lines and primary tumor samples [6, Fig.2]. Based on this recognition, we have endeavored studies to identify the cellular receptor for the type 3 fiber knob towards exploiting this information for further vector targeting gains [5]. Further, we have employed the optimized TSP with this optimal infectivity enhancement to achieve an improved therapeutic index for an adenovirus-based ovarian cancer gene therapy [6, Fig.6].

We have also sought to extend the gains of infectivity enhancement via a novel strategy of “complex mosaicism.” In this approach, distinct capsid modifications capable of mediating CAR-independent infection are exploited in combination, in the context of a single viral particle [7, Fig.1]. We hypothesized that in a single capsid context the modifications would operate additively, or synergistically, to achieve infectivity enhancement. In our initial proof-of-principle studies we derived Ad vectors which incorporated both the serotype 3 knob and the sigma spike protein of reovirus [7, Fig.4]. These studies demonstrated a clear synergism of infectivity enhancement whereby augmented transduction of ovarian cancer targets could be demonstrated.

We also developed a method to incorporate targeting ligands into the adenovirus capsid via biotin cross-linking. This method allowed for cell specific targeting to ovarian cancer targets. In addition, imaging analysis confirmed the capacity of the vector modification to allow for human cell specific gene delivery \textit{in vivo}.

**Key Research Accomplishments**

- Ovarian cancer tumor selective promoters (TSPs) were defined and compared head-to-head to define the optimal ovarian cancer TSP.
- Tissue slice analysis of human and murine liver allowed for pre-clinical assessment of vector related hepatotoxicity.
- Tropism modification via knob chimerism allowed for optimal tumor cell infectivity enhancement.
- The knob chimerism strategy of serotype chimerism for human adenovirus type 3 allowed for the highest levels of tumor cell transduction.
- The cellular receptor for the adenovirus serotype knob was identified.
- A novel strategy of capsid modification (“complex mosaicism”) allowed for synergistic gains in infectivity enhancement for tumor cells.
- \textit{In vivo} targeting of tumor cells was accomplished in murine model of human ovarian cancer.
Reportable Outcomes


Conclusions

A strategy of double targeting to achieve selective gene delivery to tumor cells can be designed based upon the combination of transcriptional and transductional targeting methods. In the former regard, ovarian selective TSPs can be identified which exhibit the key tumor on/liver off profile. Further, stringent substrate assays can define the optimal TSP for our targeting goals. In the latter regard, we have validated that CAR-independent infection allows infectivity enhancement of tumor targets. Further, a strategy to achieve optimal infectivity enhancement gains can be realized based upon the complex mosaic paradigm. These optimized vector design advancements can now be combined in a double targeting configuration to allow for testing of our overall hypothesis vis-à-vis targeted in vivo transduction of tumor cells. We have thus completed Tasks 1-4, as listed on our Statement of Work. Task 5 will be completed during the final period of this award.
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An adenovirus serotype 5 vector with fibers derived from ovine atadenovirus demonstrates CAR-independent tropism and unique biodistribution in mice

Masaharu Nakayama, Gerald W. Both, Boglarka Banizs, Yuko Tsuruta, Seiji Yamamoto, Yosuke Kawakami, Joanne T. Douglas, Kenzaburo Tani, David T. Curiel, Joel N. Glasgow

Abstract

Many clinically important tissues are refractory to adenovirus (Ad) infection due to negligible levels of the primary Ad5 receptor the coxsackie and adenovirus receptor CAR. Thus, development of novel CAR-independent Ad vectors should lead to therapeutic gain. Ovine atadenovirus type 7, the prototype member of genus Atadenovirus, efficiently transduces CAR-deficient human cells in vitro, and systemic administration of OAdV is not associated with liver sequestration in mice. The penton base of OAdV7 does not contain an RGD motif, implicating the long-shafted fiber molecule as a major structural dictate of OAdV tropism. We hypothesized that replacement of the Ad5 fiber with the OAdV7 fiber would result in an Ad5 vector with CAR-independent tropism in vitro and liver “detargeting” in vivo. An Ad5 vector displaying the OAdV7 fiber was constructed (Ad5Luc1-OvF) and displayed CAR-independent, enhanced transduction of CAR-deficient human cells. When administered systemically to C57BL/6 mice, Ad5Luc1-OvF reporter gene expression was reduced by 80% in the liver compared to Ad5 and exhibited 50-fold higher gene expression in the kidney than the control vector. To our knowledge, this is the first report of a fiber-pseudotyped Ad vector that simultaneously displays decreased liver uptake and a distinct organ tropism in vivo. This vector may have future utility in murine models of renal disease.

© 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Introduction

Vectors based on human adenovirus (Ad) serotypes 2 and 5 continue to show increasing promise as gene therapy delivery vehicles, especially for cancer gene therapy, due to several key attributes: Ad vectors display in vivo stability and excellent gene transfer efficiency to numerous dividing and non-dividing cell targets. In addition, Ad vectors are rarely linked to any severe disease in immunocompetent humans, providing rationale for further development of these vehicles.

The first step in Ad5 infection occurs via high-affinity binding of the virion fiber knob domain to its cognate cellular receptor known as the coxsackie and adenovirus receptor (CAR) (Henry et al., 1994; Xia et al., 1994; Bergelson et al., 1997; Tomko et al., 1997). Following knob-CAR binding, receptor-mediated endocytosis of the virion is dramatically increased by interaction of the penton base Arg–Gly–Asp (RGD) motif with cellular integrins \( \alpha v \beta 3, \alpha v \beta 5, \alpha v \beta 1, \alpha 3 \beta 1 \) or other integrins (Bai et al., 1993; Wickham et al., 1993; Louis
Fig. 1. Diagram depicting the design of the chimeric fiber and molecular validation of Ad5Luc1-OvF. (A) Construction of the 553-amino-acid chimeric fiber of Ad5Luc1-OvF, including the N-terminal amino acid sequences of the OAdV7 and human Ad5 fiber proteins. The LSL sequence common to both fibers that served as the junction for the replacement of the OAdV7 tail domain, as well as other common sequences, is highlighted. The final Ad5Luc1-OvF fiber sequence is underlined, and the arrow highlights that Val46 of the Ad5 tail domain is followed by Leu37 in the OAdV7 fiber. (B) PCR analysis of fiber genes using Ad genomes from rescued viral particles as the PCR templates. Ad5Luc1 virions and fiber shuttle plasmid pNEB.PK3.6-OvF (designated as pNEB-OvF in the figure) were used as controls. Lanes containing DNA size standards (M) and no PCR template (NT) are designated. Primers used are specific for the OAdV7 or Ad5 fiber gene knob domain. PCR products indicating the presence of the Ad5 or OAdV7 fiber knob domains are 540 and 366 bp, respectively. (C) Western blot analysis of fiber proteins from purified virions. 1 × 10^10 vp of Ad5Luc1 with wild-type Ad5 fiber (lanes 3,4) or Ad5Luc1-OvF with chimeric OAdV7 fiber (lanes 1, 2) were resuspended in Laemmli buffer prior to SDS-PAGE and Western analysis with an anti-tail Ad5 fiber mAb. Samples in lanes 1 and 3 were heated to 99 °C prior to electrophoresis. Fiber monomers (M) and trimers (T) are indicated. Molecular mass markers indicate kilodaltons.
et al., 1994; Davison et al., 1997; Li et al., 2001; Salone et al., 2003).

Understanding of this two-step Ad entry pathway explains clinical findings by several groups that have demonstrated that cells expressing low levels of CAR are refractory to Ad infection and gene delivery. Native CAR-dependent tropism results in a scenario wherein non-target but high-CAR cells can be infected while target tissues, if low in CAR, are resistant to Ad infection. Essentially, while Ad delivery is uniquely efficient in vivo, the biodistribution of CAR is incompatible with many gene therapy interventions and in vivo co-localization of applied Ad vectors and the receptor is poor (Dmitriev et al., 1998; Miller et al., 1998; Fechner et al., 1999; Li et al., 1999; Cripe et al., 2001).

Based on a clear understanding of native Ad cell recognition, the development of CAR-independent Ad vectors has rationally focused on the fiber protein, the primary determinant of Ad tropism. Ad fiber pseudotyping, the genetic replacement of the knob domain or entire fiber with its structural counterpart from another human Ad serotype, has been employed as a means to derive Ad5-based vectors with CAR-independent tropism by virtue of the natural diversity in receptor recognition found in species B and D Ad fibers (Büchen-Osmond, 2002) and has identified chimeric vectors with superior infectivity to Ad5 in a variety of clinically relevant cell types (Gall et al., 1996; Shayakhmetov et al., 2000; Von Seggern et al., 2000; Chiu et al., 2001; Goossens et al., 2001; Havenga et al., 2001; Jakubczak et al., 2001; Havenga et al., 2002; Kanerva et al., 2002).

The development of non-human adenoviruses as gene therapy vehicles has been proposed (Khatri et al., 1997; Rasmussen et al., 1999; Reddy et al., 1999a, 1999b; Kremer et al., 2000; Loser et al., 2002; Hemminki et al., 2003). The rationale for these efforts has been three-fold: (1) no pre-existing humoral or cellular immunity will exist against “xeno” Ads in the majority of humans (Hofmann et al., 1999; Kremer et al., 2000), (2) several non-human Ads have been demonstrated to efficiently infect human cells without subsequent replication, including canine, bovine and murine mastadenoviruses (Gelhe et al., 1999; Nguyen et al., 1999; Rasmussen et al., 1999; Soudais et al., 2000) and ovine atadenovirus (Loser et al., 2002; Kumin et al., 2002) and (3) novel entry biology of xeno Ads may circumvent CAR deficiency in clinically relevant human target tissues refractory to Ad5-based vectors.

Consistent with these considerations, the 287 isolate of the ovine adenovirus type 7 (OAdV7) has been evaluated as a potential human gene therapy vector (Voeks et al., 2002; Loser et al., 2003; Martiniello-Wilks et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004). OAdV7 is the prototype isolate of a novel genus of viruses referred to as atadenovirus (Benko and Harrrach, 1998). OAdV7 causes only mild symptoms in sheep and infects numerous human cell types efficiently, although replication in human cells is abortive due to the lack of viral promoter function (Boyle et al., 1994; Khatri et al., 1997; Rothel et al., 1997). OAdV7 displays CAR-independent tropism that is distinct from that of serotype 2 and 5 Ads, utilizing an unknown primary receptor(s) (Xu and Both, 1998). In addition, systematically applied OAdV7 exhibits a distinctive tissue distribution in vivo that is less hepatotropic in mice compared to Ad5-based vectors (Hofmann et al., 1999).

OAdV7 tropism is mediated via a 543-residue fiber molecule comprised of a 35 residue N-terminal tail region, a long shaft domain predicted to consist of 25 pseudorepeats and a relatively small 121-amino-acid C-terminal region comprising the knob domain (Vrati et al., 1995). In contrast to Ad5, the OAdV7 fiber does not contain the lysine-rich KKTK sequence found in the third repeat of the Ad5 fiber, a motif suggested to mediate hepatotropism of Ad5 vectors in rodents and primates in vivo (Smith et al., 2003a, 2003b). In addition, neither the penton nor fiber of OAdV7 contains an RGD sequence or other identifiable integrin-binding domain, suggesting that interaction with cell-surface integrins may not be required for infection (Vrati et al., 1996; Xu and Both, 1998). Thus, the fiber protein is the only structural determinant of OAdV7 tropism identified to date.

Based on the unique tropism of OAdV7 that combines CAR independence with a non-hepatotropic biodistribution profile, we hypothesized that an Ad5 vector, containing the OAdV7 fiber as well as its native penton base RGD, would achieve enhanced infectivity of Ad-refractory cell types in vitro and liver detargeted tropism in vivo.

Results

Generation of modified Ad5 containing the OAdV7 fiber

The OAdV7 fiber molecule is composed of homotrimers of a 543-amino-acid polypeptide. Predicted functional domains within the fiber are the tail domain spanning residues 1 to 35, the shaft domain from 36 to 422 containing approximately 25 pseudorepeats motifs and the 121-amino-acid fiber knob domain from 423 to 543 (Vrati et al., 1995). Most mammalian Ads contain a conserved threonine–leucine–tryptophan–threonine (TLWT) motif at the N-terminus of the fiber knob domain, and in human Ad2 and Ad5, a flexible region separating the shaft and the knob domains precedes this motif (van Raaij et al., 1999). The OAdV7 fiber does not contain this motif, thus the start of the knob domain is poorly defined.

Following examination of Ad5 and OAdV7 fiber polypeptide sequences, we identified a common leucine–serine–leucine (LSL) sequence common to both fibers immediately downstream of each tail domain (Fig. 1A). The LSL region was considered a common element in both fibers; therefore, we substituted the 44-amino-acid Ad5 tail domain for the native OAdV7 tail domain upstream of the LSL sequence to provide the correct penton base insertion domain for incorporation into the Ad5 capsid. This was accomplished using a two-plasmid rescue system essentially as described (Krasnykh et al., 1996; Glasgow et al., 2004). We constructed an E1-deleted recombinant Ad genome (Ad5Luc1-OvF) containing the chimeric Ad5 tail/OAdV7 fiber gene and a firefly luciferase reporter gene controlled by the CMV immediate early promoter/enhancer in the E1 region. Genomic clones of Ad5Luc1-OvF were sequenced, and two correct clones were chosen. Ad5Luc1-
OvF was rescued in 911 cells, and large-scale preparations of Ad5Luc1-OvF were purified by double CsCl gradient centrifugation. The concentration of Ad5Luc1-OvF was $2.7 \times 10^{12}$ viral particles (vp)/ml, while the control vector Ad5Luc1 was $3.74 \times 10^{12}$ vp/ml. Ad5Luc1 contains the wild-type Ad5 fiber and is isogenic to Ad5Luc1-OvF in all respects except for the fiber shaft and knob domains.

We confirmed the fiber knob genotype of Ad5Luc1-OvF via diagnostic PCR, using knob-domain-specific primer pairs and genomes from purified virions as PCR templates. Plasmids containing the fiber sequence of the wild-type OAdV7 fiber (data not shown) or the chimeric fiber gene were used as positive controls (Fig. 1B). To further confirm that Ad5Luc1-OvF virions contained trimeric fibers, we performed SDS-PAGE followed by Western blot analysis of vector particles. We used the monoclonal 4D2 primary antibody that recognizes the Ad5 fiber tail domain common to both the Ad5 and chimeric OAdV7 fiber molecules. We observed bands at approximately 185 kDa for Ad5Luc1-OvF and control Ad5Luc1 virions, corresponding to trimeric fiber molecules. Bands of boiled samples resolved at an apparent molecular mass of approximately 60–65 kDa, indicative of fiber monomers (Fig. 1C).

**Ad5Luc1-OvF vector exhibits expanded tropism and enhanced gene transfer**

We hypothesized that the incorporation of the OAdV7 fiber into the Ad5 capsid would provide augmented tropism and gene transfer.

| Table 1 Ad5Luc1-OvF luciferase gene expression in various cancer cell lines |
|-----------------------------|------------------|-----------------|-------------------|
| Cell line                  | Origin           | CAR*            | Fold increase     | Reference        |
| CHO                        | Hamster ovary    | L/N             | 22                | Soudais et al., 2000 |
| RD                         | Rhabdomyosarcoma | L/N             | 1.5               | Dmitriev et al., 1998; Cripe et al., 2001 |
| PC-3                       | Prostate cancer  | L/N             | 7.8               | Okegawa et al., 2000 |
| LNCaP                      | Prostate cancer  | M               | 5% of Ad5         | Okegawa et al., 2000 |
| T24                        | Bladder cancer   | L/N             | 9.8               | Li et al., 1999 |
| MCF7                       | Breast cancer    | L/N             | 9.2               | Y. Kawakami, unpublished data |
| HeLa                       | Cervical cancer  | H               | 13% of Ad5        | Bergelson et al., 1997 |
| LoVo                       | Colon cancer     | ND              | 60% of Ad5        | Dmitriev et al., 1998; Cripe et al., 2001 |
| oLE                        | Ovine normal stroma | ND             | 2.7               |                        |
| JS8JSRV                    | Ovine lung cancer | ND             | 5% of Ad5         | Kim et al., 2003 |
| U118MG                     | Glioma           | L/N             | 2.2               | Kim et al., 2003 |
| U118 CAR-tailless          | Glioma           | H               | 1% of Ad5         |                        |
| OV-3                       | Ovarian cancer   | ND              | 23                | Hemminki et al., 2003 |
| OV-4                       | Ovarian cancer   | L/N             | 3.0               | Hemminki et al., 2003 |
| HEY                        | Ovarian cancer   | L/N             | 6.5               |                        |
| SKOV                       | Ovarian cancer   | ND              | 1                 | Hemminki et al., 2003 |
| S KO V 3. ip1              | Ovarian cancer   | L/N             | 5.0               | Blackwell et al., 1999 |
| FaDu                       | Pharynx cancer   | L/N             | 21% of Ad5        | Blackwell et al., 1999 |
| SCC-4                      | Tongue cancer    | L/N             | 9.7               | Blackwell et al., 1999 |
| SCC-25                     | Tongue cancer    | M               | 9% of Ad5         | Blackwell et al., 1999 |
| THLE-3                     | Normal liver epithelial | ND | 10% of Ad5 |                        |

**Primary Cells**

| Cell line                  | Origin           | CAR*            | Fold increase     | Reference        |
| Patient 1                  | Ovarian cancer   | ND              | 4                 |                        |

* H, high levels of CAR; M, moderate; L/N, little or no CAR; ND, not determined. As determined by FACS analysis.

b 100 vp/cell, luciferase activity measured at 24 h post-infection.

Fig. 2. Ad5Luc1-OvF-mediated gene transfer. Luciferase activities following transduction of a panel of CAR-deficient cell lines (A) and precision-cut human ovarian cancer tissue slices (B). Luciferase activity was determined 24 h post-transduction and is reported in relative light units (RLU) in panel A and RLU/mg cellular protein in panel B. Each column is average of 4 replicates using 100 vp/cell, and the error bar indicates the standard deviation.
transduction through expanded Ad vector tropism, including CAR-independent tropism. We therefore evaluated Ad5Luc1-OvF transduction of a panel of cell lines expressing variable levels of CAR (Table 1). As shown in Fig. 2A, Ad5Luc1-OvF provided augmented reporter gene delivery to several CAR-deficient cell lines, with augmentation up to 23-fold compared to Ad5Luc1. Furthermore, Ad5Luc1-OvF increased gene transfer to an unpassaged primary ovarian cancer patient sample as much as 5-fold versus Ad5Luc1 (Fig. 2B). Of interest, Ad5Luc1-OvF gene delivery augmentation to CAR-deficient RD cells (human rhabdomyosarcoma, 1.5-fold) was markedly lower than that of OV-3 cells (human ovarian cancer, 23-fold) and CAR-deficient CHO cells (Chinese hamster ovary, 22-fold), suggesting that RD cells do not express the requisite cell-surface molecule(s) for OAdV7 fiber recognition. We also evaluated Ad5Luc1-OvF transduction on a normal human liver epithelial cell line (THLE-3) and observed a 10-fold reduction in gene transfer compared to Ad5Luc1.

Ad5Luc1-OvF exhibits increased cell-surface binding in the absence of CAR

To investigate whether Ad5Luc1-OvF mediates increased gene transfer via enhanced cell-surface interaction and not altered intracellular trafficking, we performed cell-binding

![Graph](image1)

**Fig. 3.** FACS analysis of Ad5Luc1 and Ad5Luc1-OvF binding to U118-hCAR-tailless (upper panel) or CHO cells (lower panel). Aliquots of 2 x 10^5 cells were incubated with polyclonal rabbit anti-Ad5 antiserum following binding of virus to the cells at 4 °C (to block internalization). Cells were incubated in the presence of anti-rabbit FITC-labeled secondary antibody and subjected to flow cytometry analysis. The gray peaks in the histograms represent negative control cells incubated with primary and secondary antibodies only. The thin line indicates Ad5 cellular attachment, and the heavy line indicates Ad5Luc1-OvF attachment. In U118-hCAR-tailless cells, approximately 94% of cells were positive for Ad5Luc1 surface attachment (thin line), while only 8% of cells were positive for Ad5Luc1-OvF (heavy line) versus control cells receiving primary and secondary antibodies (gray peak). In CHO cells, 10% of cells were positive for Ad5Luc1 attachment compared to 60% of positive cells for Ad5Luc1-OvF.

![Graph](image2)

**Fig. 4.** Ad5Luc1 and Ad5Luc1-OvF-mediated gene transfer with Ad5 knob blocking. Luciferase activities following transduction of low-CAR U118MG cells and CAR-expressing U118-hCAR-tailless cells (A), transduction of U118-hCAR-tailless with Ad5Luc1 (white squares) or Ad5Luc1-OvF (black squares) with Ad5 knob block (B) and low-CAR SKOV3.ip1 cells with Ad5 knob block (C). Concentration of recombinant Ad5 fiber knob protein used to block transduction is indicated in μg/ml. Luciferase activity was determined 24 h post-transduction and is reported in relative light units (RLU) (A) or in percent total of unblocked luciferase activity for ease of comparison (B,C). Each column is average of 4 replicates using 100 vp/cell, and error bar indicates standard deviation.
assays employing FACS-based detection of surface-bound virions. We hypothesized that Ad5Luc1-OvF would display increased attachment to CAR-deficient cells, and possibly even CAR-positive cells, compared to Ad5 by virtue of novel virion/cell interaction. For these studies, we selected cell lines that exhibited maximally different gene transfer profiles between Ad5Luc1 and Ad5Luc1-OvF: CAR-deficient CHO cells and the CAR-positive U118-hCAR-tailless cell line that artificially expresses the extracellular domain of human CAR (Kim et al., 2002). Cells were incubated with Ad vectors at 4 °C to allow virion attachment, but not internalization, followed by labeling of bound virions with an anti-Ad primary antibody and an FITC-conjugated secondary antibody, with subsequent FACS analysis (see Materials and methods). As shown in Fig. 3A, surface-bound Ad5Luc1 was detected on 94% of U118-hCAR-tailless cells, while only 8% of these cells were positive for Ad5Luc1-OvF. This observation is consistent with the 100-fold disparity in gene transfer observed for these vectors in the same cell line (Table 1, Fig. 4A). In contrast, only 10% of CAR-negative CHO cells bound Ad5Luc1, while over 60% of CHO cells were positive for Ad5Luc1-OvF (Fig. 3B). These data indicate that a direct positive correlation exists between increased Ad5Luc1-OvF cell-surface interaction and enhanced gene delivery in CAR-deficient cells.

The OAdV7 fiber in Ad5Luc1-OvF dictates CAR-independent tropism

As shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3, Ad5Luc1-OvF gene transfer and cell binding were not dependent on the presence of CAR. To confirm this aspect of Ad5Luc1-OvF tropism, we performed knob-blocking assays using recombinant Ad5 fiber knob protein, a well-established method for demonstrating or ruling out CAR-mediated infection (Krasnykh et al., 1998; Einfeld et al., 2001; Glasgow et al., 2004). As shown in Fig. 4A, Ad5Luc1 exhibited clear CAR-dependent tropism as demonstrated by a 100-fold increase in transgene expression in U118-hCAR-tailless cells versus the CAR-deficient U118MG cell line. Furthermore, preincubation of cells with recombinant Ad5 knob protein at 50 μg/ml inhibited 90% and 50% of Ad5 Luc1 gene transfer to U118-hCAR-tailless cells and low-CAR SKOV3.ip1 cells, respectively (Figs. 4B, C). Conversely, Ad5Luc1-OvF gene delivery to U118MG cells was 2-fold higher than that of Ad5Luc1, and transduction of the highly CAR-positive variant line yielded no increase in luciferase values. Furthermore, competitive inhibition with Ad5 knob did not appreciably block Ad5Luc1-OvF-mediated gene transfer in either cell line, confirming the CAR-independent tropism of this vector.

Biodistribution of Ad5Luc1-OvF gene expression in mice

Following confirmation of our first hypothesis that the Ad5Luc1-OvF vector would exhibit enhanced infectivity in low CAR substrates via a novel, non-CAR based tropism, we next addressed the biodistribution profile of Ad5Luc1-OvF. Based on the biodistribution of intravenously applied OAdV7 in mice (Hofmann et al., 1999) and the lack of the putative heparin sulfate binding motif KKTK in the OAdV7 fiber shaft, we hypothesized that an Ad5 vector containing this fiber would demonstrate decreased hepatotropism in vivo. To this end, we evaluated the biodistribution of transgene expression of a panel of Ad vectors including Ad5Luc1-OvF, Ad5Luc1 and our Ad5Luc1-ΔKKTK vector (with the native KKTK sequence deleted from the fiber shaft) as a liver detargeted control vector.

Fig. 5. In vivo biodistribution of Ad5-based vectors after intravenous injection into female C57BL/6 mice. Mice 6–8 weeks of age were injected with 1 × 10^11 vp of Ad5Luc1 (open bars), Ad5Luc1-OvF (black bars) or Ad5-ΔKKTK (cross-hatched bars). Luciferase activity was determined 48 h post-injection. Results from two individual experiments using different preparations of Ad5Luc1-OvF were combined and are presented as relative light units (RLU) normalized for total protein concentration for each individual organ. Each data point is an average of 8–10 mice (Ad5Luc1, n = 10; Ad5Luc1-OvF, n = 8; Ad5-ΔKKTK, n = 10), and error bars indicate standard deviation. *P < 0.0028 versus Ad5Luc1 in liver, #P < 0.042 versus Ad5Luc1 in kidney. For all tissues except heart, Ad5ΔKKTK luciferase values were significantly lower than Ad5Luc1, P < 0.017. In all cases, a two-tailed t test assuming unequal variance between groups was used for increased stringency.
injected via the tail vein with 1 × 10^{11} viral particles. Forty-eight hours post-injection, the liver, spleen, lung, heart and kidney were harvested and homogenized, and luciferase activity and protein concentrations of cleared homogenates were measured. As expected, Ad5Luc1 produced the highest transgene expression in the liver, while Ad5-ΔKKTK vector gene expression in liver was reduced to 1% of control (Fig. 5). In all other organs examined, Ad5-ΔKKTK gene expression was markedly reduced to less than 7% of Ad5Luc1 control levels. Ad5Luc1-OvF gene expression was more evenly distributed among the major organs and was significantly decreased in the liver to approximately 18% of Ad5Luc1 levels (P < 0.0028). Ad5Luc1-OvF gene expression in the heart, spleen and lung was not significantly different from Ad5Luc1. Ad5Luc1-OvF gene expression in the kidney was increased 50-fold versus the Ad5Luc1 control vector (P < 0.042), resulting in a liver-to-kidney gene expression ratio of 0.59 for Ad5Luc1-OvF and 0.002 for Ad5Luc1, a difference of 280-fold. Of note, we observed a vector-specific difference in animal survival during the biodistribution studies. In this regard, all animals receiving control Ad survived the duration of the experiment; however, 3 of 11 mice receiving Ad5Luc1-OvF expired before the 48 h time point. Further analysis of this phenomenon is under investigation. In the aggregate, Ad5Luc1-OvF, a vector containing fibers from OAdV7 that are unable to bind CAR, demonstrates enhanced gene delivery to CAR-deficient human cells in vitro and displays a unique biodistribution characterized by attenuated liver transduction with significant kidney tropism.

Discussion

Despite a variety of avenues explored to improve human adenovirus serotype 5 as a therapeutic agent, this vector exhibits innate drawbacks of CAR dependency and hepatotropism. Of particular concern is that many clinically important tissues, including several cancer types, are refractory to Ad5 infection due to low CAR expression. Indeed, down-regulation of CAR has been reported for several tumor types, including glioma, ovarian, lung, breast and others (Miller et al., 1998; Hemminki and Alvarez, 2002; Bausch G. et al., 2002). As a consequence of limiting CAR levels in many clinically relevant target cells, high Ad vector dosage is often required for in vivo efficacy. Given that over 95% of systemically administered Ad particles are sequestered in the liver via hepatic macrophage (Kupffer cell) uptake (Tao et al., 2001) and hepatocyte transduction (Connelly, 1999) of both rodents and primates, therapeutically relevant Ad doses often result in vector-related liver toxicity (Peeters et al., 1996; Lieber et al., 1997; Sullivan et al., 1997; Worgall et al., 1997; Alemany et al., 2000; Shayakhmetov et al., 2004). Thus, Ad vectors exhibiting CAR-independent and/or expanded tropism coupled with low hepatotropism should prove valuable for maximal transduction of low-CAR targets at the lowest possible vector dose.

We sought to achieve this vector design mandate by replacing the Ad5 fiber with the corresponding structure from ovine atadenovirus serotype 7. The fiber of OAdV7 is the only identified structural determinant of native OAdV7 tropism, which is CAR-independent in vitro and non-hepatotropic when applied systemically. Genetic incorporation of the OAdV7 fiber molecule into the Ad5 virion ablated its CAR dependence as evidenced by competitive Ad5 knob blocking assays as well as increased cellular attachment to CAR-deficient CHO cells. Our results are consistent with previous findings showing that Ad5 and OAdV7 do not compete with each other for cell entry in cells that both viruses can infect (Xu and Both, 1998). Ad5Luc1-OvF exhibited enhanced infectivity in vitro, providing 3- to 23-fold increased gene transfer to several CAR-deficient cell lines and primary ovarian cancer tissue versus Ad5. However, Ad5Luc1-OvF gene transfer to other CAR-deficient human cancer cell lines such as SCC-25, FaDu and LNCaP, as well as the human THLE-3 normal liver cell line, was markedly reduced compared to the Ad5Luc1 control vector. These findings suggest that the receptor(s) for the OAdV7 fiber is not ubiquitously expressed, a biological phenomenon that may provide the basis of a level of cell- or tissue-type selectivity of potential utility.

Intravenous administration of Ad results in accumulation in the liver, spleen, heart, lung and kidneys of mice, although these tissues may not necessarily be the highest in CAR expression (Fechner et al., 1999; Reynolds et al., 1999; Wood et al., 1999). Instead, anatomic barriers, the structure of the vasculature and the degree of blood flow and in each organ probably contribute to the biodistribution, in addition to non-specific viral particle uptake by macrophages. This is true with regard to the liver in particular, which sequesters the majority of systemically administered Ad particles via hepatic macrophage (Kupffer cell) uptake (Tao et al., 2001) and hepatocyte transduction (Connelly, 1999), leading to cytokine release, inflammation and liver toxicity (Peeters et al., 1996; Lieber et al., 1997; Worgall et al., 1997; Shayakhmetov et al., 2004, 2005). Thus, the nature of adenovirus-host interactions dictating the fate of systemically applied Ad has come under considerable scrutiny.

To this end, attempts to design Ad5 vectors that “detarget” the liver have been based on the assumption that CAR- and integrin-based interactions are required for liver uptake in vivo. The majority of attempts to inhibit hepatocyte and/or liver Kupffer cell uptake using Ad5 vectors with ablated CAR- or integrin-binding motifs in the Ad capsid have failed (Alemany and Curiel, 2001; Mizuguchi et al., 2002; Smith et al., 2002; Martin et al., 2003; Smith et al., 2003a), although some mutations of the Ad5 fiber knob have attenuated liver tropism of vectors following systemic administration (Einfeld et al., 2001; Koizumi et al., 2003; Yun et al., 2005). Indeed, recent studies focused on Ad vector biodistribution have demonstrated that Kupffer cell and hepatocyte uptake in vivo are largely CAR-independent (Liu et al., 2003; Shayakhmetov et al., 2004), confirming that native Ad5 tropism determinants at work in vitro contribute little to vector biodistribution in vivo.

The Ad fiber is a major structural determinant of liver tropism in vivo, even in the absence of knob/Ad receptor interaction (Nicklin et al., 2005). In this regard, Smith and co-
workers have examined the role of a putative heparan sulfate proteoglycan (HSPG)-binding motif, KKTK, in the third repeat of the native fiber shaft. Replacement of this motif with an irrelevant GAGA peptide sequence reduced reporter gene expression and Ad DNA in the liver by 90% in mice and non-human primates (Smith et al., 2003a). The authors postulated that removal of the KKTK inhibited Ad5 interaction with heparin sulfate proteoglycans (HSPG) in the liver; however, direct binding of this motif to HSPG has not been demonstrated.

Pseudotyping Ad5 with short-shafted fibers from Ad3, Ad35 or Ad40 that contain no native KKTK results in significant reduction of liver uptake (Table 2)( Nakamura et al., 2003; Sakurai et al., 2003; Vigne et al., 2003). Furthermore, the use of a shortened Ad5 fiber shaft that retains the native KKTK motif (Vigne et al., 2003) or replacement of the Ad5 shaft with the short Ad3 shaft domain (Breidenbach et al., 2004) was shown to attenuate liver uptake in vivo following intravenous delivery. Indeed, Shayakhmetov and co-workers have recently shown that short-shafted Ad vectors with either CAR- or non-CAR-interacting knob domains do not efficiently interact with hepatocytes in vivo and are not taken up by Kupffer cells (Shayakhmetov et al., 2004).

The Ad5Luc1-OvF fiber contains 25 pseudorepeats, no KKTK motif and likely forms a fiber at least as long as the native Ad5 fiber. Long-shafted Ads have been shown to accumulate within liver sinusoids and subsequently infect hepatocytes in a CAR-independent manner (Shayakhmetov et al., 2004). Thus, our result demonstrating marked reduction of in vivo liver gene expression appears to be unique for a long-shafted Ad vector and is comparable to results obtained with some short-shafted Ads (Table 2).

Recent evidence has highlighted the importance of serum factors in the hepatic uptake of systemically applied Ad vectors. Shayakhmetov and colleagues demonstrated that coagulation factor IX (FIX) and complement component C4-binding protein (C4BP) can direct Ad biodistribution in vivo by cross-linking Ad to hepatocellular HSGP and the LDL-receptor-related protein. Kupffer cell sequestration of Ad particles was likewise dependent on Ad association with FIX and C4BP (Shayakhmetov et al., 2005a). This work also demonstrated a key vector design approach whereby genetic modification of solvent-exposed loop structures in the Ad5 fiber knob attenuated serum factor binding resulting in reduced liver uptake in vivo. In addition to the Ad5Luc1-OvF vector, this serum-factor-ablated Ad vector is the only other long-shafted liver-detargeted Ad

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ad Vector</th>
<th>Tail</th>
<th>Shaft</th>
<th>Knob</th>
<th>Liver detargeting</th>
<th>New in vivo tropism</th>
<th>Dose (vp)/Strain</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ad5Luc1</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad5 (22 repeats w/KKTK)</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5Luc1-OvF</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>OAdV7 (25 repeats, no KKTK)</td>
<td>OAdV7</td>
<td>20% of Ad5</td>
<td>Kidney, equal to liver</td>
<td>1 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>This report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5.3S.H</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad3 (6 repeats, no KKTK)</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>10% of Ad5</td>
<td>None reported</td>
<td>2 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>Vigne et al., 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5.3S.H/ knob3</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad3 (6 repeats, no KKTK)</td>
<td>Ad3</td>
<td>10% of Ad5</td>
<td>None reported</td>
<td>2 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>Vigne et al., 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 DB6</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad3 (6 repeats, no KKTK)</td>
<td>Ad3</td>
<td>10% of Ad5</td>
<td>None reported</td>
<td>2 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>Smith et al., 2003a,b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5 BS1</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad5 (9 repeats, w/KKTK)</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>10% of Ad5</td>
<td>None reported</td>
<td>2 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>Smith et al., 2003a,b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5.35F</td>
<td>Ad35</td>
<td>Ad5 (6 repeats, no KKTK)</td>
<td>Ad35</td>
<td>4% of Ad5</td>
<td>None reported</td>
<td>2 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>Smith et al., 2003a,b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5.35S3H</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>10% of Ad5</td>
<td>None reported</td>
<td>2 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>Smith et al., 2003a,b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5.35S5H</td>
<td>Ad35</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>25% of Ad5</td>
<td>None reported</td>
<td>2 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>Smith et al., 2003a,b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5/35</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad35 (6 repeats, no KKTK)</td>
<td>Ad35</td>
<td>10% of Ad5/35L</td>
<td>None reported</td>
<td>1 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>Shayakhmetov et al., 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5/9L</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad5 (6 repeats, no KKTK)</td>
<td>Ad9</td>
<td>&lt;10% of Ad5/9L</td>
<td>None reported</td>
<td>1 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>Shayakhmetov et al., 2004</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ad5/9S</td>
<td>Ad5</td>
<td>Ad9 (7 repeats, no KKTK)</td>
<td>Ad9</td>
<td>&lt;10% of Ad5/9L</td>
<td>None reported</td>
<td>1 × 10¹¹/C57BL/6</td>
<td>Shayakhmetov et al., 2004</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
reported to date. Therefore, it is reasonable to posit that reduced liver uptake observed with Ad5Luc1-OvF is the result of the unique structure of the ovine fiber resulting in reduced and/or altered interaction with blood factors that mediate native Ad5 liver uptake.

Gene transfer to the kidney could have significant utility for the treatment of renal disease and in transplantation paradigms (Imai et al., 2004). While Ad, adeno-associated virus (AAV) and retroviral vectors transduce renal cells in vitro, systemic delivery of viral vectors has resulted in insufficient gene delivery to the kidney (Moullier et al., 1994; Takeda et al., 2004; Fujishiro et al., 2005). To increase in vivo gene transfer to the kidney, perfusion (Heikkila et al., 1996), catheter infusion (Takeda et al., 2004; Fujishiro et al., 2005) and direct interstitial injection (Ortiz et al., 2003) have been employed. Considering the established difficulty of generating Ad-mediated renal gene transfer via systemic injection, our result demonstrating abundant kidney gene expression by Ad5Luc1-OvF is notable. While the mechanism of enhanced kidney gene expression remains under investigation, we interpret this result as a consequence of unique, direct interaction(s) of Ad5Luc1-OvF with kidney and/or renal vasculature, and not solely as a result of decreased liver sequestration, since other Ad vectors exhibiting decreased hepatotropism have not demonstrated appreciable novel tissue tropism (Table 2).

The kidney is a complex organ with numerous specialized compartments including the glomeruli, tubules, interstitium and vasculature. The glomerular capillary endothelium is fenestrated, resulting in the “leaky” vasculature that would allow intravenous Ad vectors to contact the underlying filtration membrane and access to the epithelium of the renal tubule system. Indeed, injection of an Ad vector directly into the renal artery can result in gene transfer to cells of the proximal tubule (Moullier et al., 1994). Given the unique renal localization observed, we are currently extending our studies to determine the precise localization of Ad5Luc1-OvF gene expression within kidney substructures. An important issue related to the renal localization is the toxicity we observed while carrying out these studies. Given that only animals receiving Ad5Luc1-OvF vector expired before tissue harvest at 48 h post-injection and that liver gene expression was decreased in surviving animals, it is reasonable to suspect that the increased levels of Ad5Luc1-OvF in the kidney resulted in the toxicity. In this regard, further examination of renal tissue inflammation, apoptosis or other patho-physiology should provide the basis for understanding this effect observed in some animals.

To our knowledge, this is the first report of a fiber-pseudotyped Ad vector that simultaneously displays decreased hepatotropism and a distinct organ tropism in vivo. Furthermore, this novel redirection of vector biodistribution is directly attributable to fiber replacement with a non-CAR binding long-shafted fiber, an outcome seemingly at odds with recent fiber pseudotyping reports employing short-shafted vectors. In vitro, Ad5Luc1-OvF displays CAR-independent tropism with a positive correlation between increased Ad5Luc1-OvF cell-surface interaction and enhanced gene delivery in CAR-deficient cells, suggesting the use of as-yet unidentified receptor molecule (s). In addition, this vector may prove useful in murine models of renal disease.

Materials and methods

Cell lines

The Ad5 DNA-transformed 293 human embryonic cell line was purchased from Microbix (Toronto, ON, Canada). Human embryonic rhabdomyosarcoma RD cells, CAR-negative human U118MG glioma cells, PC-3 and LNCaP human prostate cancer cells, MCF7 human breast cancer cells, T24 human bladder cancer cells, Chinese hamster ovary cells (CHO), human squamous cell carcinoma SCC-4 and SCC-25 cells, FaDu human pharynx cancer cells, HeLa and SKOV ovarian cancer cells, LoVo colon cancer cells and OV-3 ovarian cancer cells were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC) (Manassas, VA). The human ovarian adenocarcinoma cell lines Hey, SKOV3.ip1 and OV-4 were obtained from Drs. Judy Wolf, Janet Price (both of M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX) and Timothy J. Eberlein, (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA), respectively. These cell lines were propagated in 50:50 mixture of Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium and Ham’s F-12 medium (DMEM/F-12) supplemented with 10% (v/v) fetal calf serum (FCS), t-glutamine (2 mM), penicillin (100 units/ml) and streptomycin (100 μg/ml). U118-hCAR-tailless cells, which express a truncated form of human CAR comprising the extracellular domain, transmembrane domain and the first two amino acids from the cytoplasmic domain (Wang and Bergelson, 1999), have been described previously (Kim et al., 2003) and were grown in DMEM/F12 as above except for the addition of 400 μg/ml G418. The ovine OLE stroma cell line and ovine lung cancer cell line JS8JSRV were generous gifts from Dr. Massimo Palmarini, University of Glasgow, UK. All cell lines were cultured at 37 °C in 5% CO2 using culture media recommended by each respective supplier. FCS was purchased from Gibco-BRL (Grand Island, NY) and media, and supplements were from Mediatech (Herndon, VA).

Precision-cut human ovarian cancer slices

Human ovarian cancer tissue was obtained taken from ovarian cancer patients following institutional review board approval, essentially as described previously (Kirby et al., 2004). Briefly, excess material was received from the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, the University of Alabama at Birmingham Hospital. Precision-cut ovarian cancer slices were prepared using a Krumdieck Tissue Slicer (Alabama Research and Development, Munford, AL) fitted with a 4 mm coring device to produce a core biopsy of 4 mm diameter. The cores were then sliced to 150 μm thickness. Each slice was transferred into a well of a 24-well plate containing 1 ml William’s Medium E and placed on a rocker. Tumor slices were maintained at 37 °C in a 5% CO2 environment on a rocker and allowed to preincubate for 2 h before treatment. Ovarian cancer slices were infected with 100 and 1000 vp/cell with Ad5Luc1, Ad5/OAdV7 or no virus. Ovarian cancer slices were harvested
and frozen at 24 h after infection. Gene transfer was determined using a luciferase activity assay system (Promega, Madison, WI) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Flow cytometry**

Cells grown in T75 flasks were removed by addition of EDTA in PBS and resuspended in PBS containing 1% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Cells (2 × 10⁵) were incubated with 3.5 × 10⁷ viral particles of adenovirus, or buffer only, for 1 h at 4 °C in 250 μl PBS–BSA. Cells were then washed twice in 4 ml cold PBS–BSA and incubated with a 1:500 dilution of polyclonal rabbit anti-Ad5 antiserum (Cocalico Biologicals, Reamstown, PA) at 4 °C in 250 μl PBS–BSA. Cells were washed twice in 4 ml cold PBS–BSA and incubated in 250 μl of a 1:150 dilution of FITC-labeled goat anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody (Jackson Immunoresearch Labs, West Grove, PA) for 1 h in PBS–BSA at 4 °C. Flow cytometry analysis was performed at the UAB FACS Core Facility using FACSScan (Beckton Dickinson, San Jose, CA).

**Plasmid construction**

To create the chimeric fiber used in this study, we fused the Ad5 tail domain to the OAdV7 fiber shaft and knob domains. A 1553-bp PCR product containing a 5′ Scal site, the OAdV7 fiber shaft and knob domains and a 3′ MunI site was amplified from plasmid pAK containing the right hand BamHI fragment of the OAdV7 genome cloned into Bluescribe M13+ BamHI/HincII sites. The forward primer designated OAdSScalF was 5′-AGC GAA GGG TTA GTA CTA TCT TTA AAC-3′, and the reverse primer was designated OAdMunIR2 5′-TCA TAC AAT TGT TTA TTA TTG TCT TCT TAA AAC-3′. The underlined bases indicate insertion of restriction sites, and the stop codon is shown sova et al., 2002) and the fiber-containing

**Generation of recombinant adenovirus**

Recombinant Ad5 genomes containing the chimeric OAdV7 fiber gene were derived by homologous recombination in *E. coli* BJ5183 with Swal-linearized rescue plasmid pVK700 (Belousova et al., 2002) and the fiber-containing *PacI–KpnI* fragment of the shuttle vector pNEB.PK.3.6-OVF (described above) essentially as described (Krasnykh et al., 1998). pVK700 is derived from pTG3602 (Chartier et al., 1996) but contains an almost complete deletion of the fiber gene and contains a firefly luciferase reporter gene driven by the cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter in place of the E1 region. Genomic clones were sequenced and analyzed by PCR prior to transfection of 911 cells. Ad5Luc1 is a replication-defective E1-deleted Ad vector containing a firefly luciferase reporter gene in the E1 region driven by the cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter enhancer (Krasnykh et al., 2001). All vectors were propagated on 911 cells and purified by equilibrium centrifugation in CsCl gradients by a standard protocol. Viral particle (vp) concentration was determined at 260 nm by the method of Maizel et al. (1968) by using a conversion factor of 1.1 × 10¹² vp/absorbance unit.

**Western blot analysis**

Aliquots of Ad vectors containing 2.0 × 10¹⁰ viral particles were diluted into Laemmli buffer and incubated at room temperature or 99 °C for 15 min and loaded onto a 4–20% gradient SDS-polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Following electrophoretic protein separation, proteins were electrobotted onto a PVDF membrane. The primary antibody (monoclonal 4D2 recognizing the Ad5 fiber tail domain) was diluted 1:3000 (Lab Vision, Freemont, CA). Immunoblots were developed by addition of a secondary horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse immunoglobulin antibody at a 1:3000 dilution (Dako Corporation, Carpenteria, CA) followed by incubation with 3-3′-diaminobenzene peroxidase substrate (DAB; Sigma Company, St. Louis, MO).

**Recombinant fiber knob proteins**

The knob domain of Ad5 was expressed in *E. coli* with an N-terminus 6-histidine tag using the pQE81 expression plasmid (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The Ad5 fiber knob domain was PCR-amplified using primers that amplified the entire fiber knob domain and the three carboxy-terminal fiber shaft repeats using the following primers: Ad5 (fwd) 5′-GGG ATCC CCT- TTATTATTCTTGGGCAATGTATGA-3′ and reverse primer NEB36 ScalR 5′-GCA AAG AGA GTA CTC CAG GGG GAC-3′. This PCR product was then digested with *PacI* and *Scal* and gel-purified. Shuttle vector pNEB.PK.3.6-OVF was created by a 3-piece ligation of *PacI/MunI*-digested pNEB.PK.3.6 and the two digested PCR fragments containing the Ad5 tail region and the OAdV7 shaft and knob domains. Direct sequencing confirmed that the coding region for the chimeric fiber was correct.

**Generation of recombinant adenovirus**

Recombinant Ad5 genomes containing the chimeric OAdV7 fiber gene were derived by homologous recombination in *E. coli* BJ5183 with Swal-linearized rescue plasmid pVK700 (Belousova et al., 2002) and the fiber-containing *PacI–KpnI* fragment of the shuttle vector pNEB.PK.3.6-OVF (described above) essentially as described (Krasnykh et al., 1998). pVK700 is derived from pTG3602 (Chartier et al., 1996) but contains an almost complete deletion of the fiber gene and contains a firefly luciferase reporter gene driven by the cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter in place of the E1 region. Genomic clones were sequenced and analyzed by PCR prior to transfection of 911 cells. Ad5Luc1 is a replication-defective E1-deleted Ad vector containing a firefly luciferase reporter gene in the E1 region driven by the cytomegalovirus immediate early promoter enhancer (Krasnykh et al., 2001). All vectors were propagated on 911 cells and purified by equilibrium centrifugation in CsCl gradients by a standard protocol. Viral particle (vp) concentration was determined at 260 nm by the method of Maizel et al. (1968) by using a conversion factor of 1.1 × 10¹² vp/absorbance unit.

**Western blot analysis**

Aliquots of Ad vectors containing 2.0 × 10¹⁰ viral particles were diluted into Laemmli buffer and incubated at room temperature or 99 °C for 15 min and loaded onto a 4–20% gradient SDS-polyacrylamide gel (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). Following electrophoretic protein separation, proteins were electrobotted onto a PVDF membrane. The primary antibody (monoclonal 4D2 recognizing the Ad5 fiber tail domain) was diluted 1:3000 (Lab Vision, Freemont, CA). Immunoblots were developed by addition of a secondary horseradish-peroxidase-conjugated anti-mouse immunoglobulin antibody at a 1:3000 dilution (Dako Corporation, Carpenteria, CA) followed by incubation with 3-3′-diaminobenzene peroxidase substrate (DAB; Sigma Company, St. Louis, MO).

**Recombinant fiber knob proteins**

The knob domain of Ad5 was expressed in *E. coli* with an N-terminus 6-histidine tag using the pQE81 expression plasmid (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany). The Ad5 fiber knob domain was PCR-amplified using primers that amplified the entire fiber knob domain and the three carboxy-terminal fiber shaft repeats using the following primers: Ad5 (fwd) 5′-CAACACGGAATCCCCTTTATTATTCTTGGGCAATGTATGA-3′ and reverse primer NEB36 ScalR 5′-GCA AAG AGA GTA CTC CAG GGG GAC-3′. This PCR product was then digested with *PacI* and *Scal* and gel-purified. Shuttle vector pNEB.PK.3.6-OVF was created by a 3-piece ligation of *PacI/MunI*-digested pNEB.PK.3.6 and the two digested PCR fragments containing the Ad5 tail region and the OAdV7 shaft and knob domains. Direct sequencing confirmed that the coding region for the chimeric fiber was correct.
In vitro Ad-mediated gene transfer experiments

For virus gene transfer experiments using adherent cell lines, cells were grown in wells of 24-well plates and were incubated for 1 h at 37 °C with each Ad vector diluted to 100 vp/cell in 500 μl of transduction media containing 2% FCS. Following the incubation, cells were rinsed in transduction media and were maintained at 37 °C in an atmosphere of 5% CO₂. Cells were harvested 24 h post-transduction, and gene transfer was determined using a luciferase assay system (Promega, Madison, WI) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

For experiments containing blocking agents, recombinant fiber knob proteins at 0.5, 5.0 and 50 μg/ml final concentration were incubated with the cells at 37 °C in transduction media 15 min before the addition of the virus. Following the transduction, cells were rinsed with transduction media to remove unbound virus and blocking agent and were maintained at 37 °C in an atmosphere of 5% CO₂.

Animals

Mice were obtained at 4 to 6 weeks of age and quarantined at least 1 week before the study. Mice were kept under pathogen-free conditions according to the American Association for Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care guidelines. Animal protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of UAB.

Biodistribution

Female C57BL/6 mice (Charles River Laboratories, Wilmington, MA), aged 6–8 weeks, were injected intravenously through the lateral tail vein with \( 1 \times 10^{11} \) vp of Ad5Luc1, Ad5Luc1-OvF or Ad5-ΔKKTK in 100 μl of PBS. After 48 h, mice were sacrificed and livers, lungs, spleens, hearts and kidneys were harvested and representative sections were frozen in the liquid nitrogen immediately. The frozen organ samples were homogenized with a Mini Beadbeater (BioSpec Products, Inc., Bartlesville, OK) in 2 ml micro-tubes (Research Product International Corp., Mt. Prospect, IL) with 100 μl of 1.0 mm zirconia/silica beads (BioSpec Products, Inc.) and 1 ml of Cell Culture Lysis Buffer (Promega) then centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 2 min. Luciferase activity was measured as before. Mean background luciferase activity was subtracted. All luciferase activities were normalized by protein concentration in the tissue lysates. Protein concentrations were determined using a Bio-Rad DC protein assay kit (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA).

Statistics

Data were presented as mean values ± deviation. Statistical differences among groups were assessed by a two-tailed t test assuming unequal variance between groups for increased stringency; \( P < 0.05 \) was considered significant.
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SUMMARY

Adenovirus-based vectors are useful gene delivery vehicles for a variety of applications. Despite attractive properties, many in vivo applications require modulation of the viral tropism. Targeting approaches applied to adenoviral vectors included genetic modification of the viral capsid, controlled expression of the transgene, and combinatorial approaches that combine two or more targeting elements in single vectors. Most of these studies confirmed successful retargeting in cell cultures, however in vivo gains of targeted adenoviral vectors have not been widely demonstrated. We have developed a combinatorial retargeting approach utilizing metabolically biotinylated Ad, where the biotin acceptor peptide was incorporated in one of the fibers in the dual fiber viral particle resulting in metabolically biotinylated fiber-mosaic Ad (mBfMAd). We have utilized this vector in complex with EGF-Streptavidin to retarget fiber-mosaic virus to EGF receptor (EGFR) expressing cells in vitro and confirmed an increased infectivity of the retargeting complex. Most importantly, the utility of this strategy was demonstrated in vivo in two distinct animal models. In both models tested retargeted mBfMAd demonstrated an increased ratio of gene expression in target tissues compared to the liver expression profile. Thus, metabolically biotinylated fiber-mosaic virus in combination with appropriate adaptors can be successfully exploited for adenoviral retargeting strategies.
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INTRODUCTION

Adenovirus-based vectors remain one of the most useful gene delivery vehicles for a variety of clinical contexts and a preferable vector for cancer gene therapy. Despite the attractive properties, several limitations preclude safe and efficient Ad-based gene transfer, specifically for in vivo settings. One limitation is the broad tropism of adenovirus (Ad), due to the ubiquitous expression pattern of the primary cell receptor CAR and secondary integrin receptors, which leads to undesired virus uptake and gene expression in non-target tissues. Furthermore, low and inconsistent expression of CAR on tumor cells raises concerns about the efficacy of Ad-mediated gene therapy in cancer applications. Thus, for efficient and versatile use of adenovirus (Ad) as an in vivo gene therapy vector, modulation of the viral tropism is highly desirable.

Various targeting approaches have been designed to change viral tropism. One approach includes genetic modification of the viral capsid proteins via addition of foreign targeting ligands such as short peptides or polypeptide binding domains or the substitution of the fiber with other types of Ad fiber. In adapter-mediated approaches, the tropism of the virus is modified by a targeting moiety utilizing a ligand which associates with the Ad virion. Adapter molecules successfully used for Ad targeting include bispecific antibody (Ab) conjugates,\(^1\) genetic fusions of single-chain Ab (scFv) with soluble CAR,\(^2\) or scFv-scFv diabodies.\(^3\)

The combined use of two or more targeting components in single vector has also been reported to significantly enhance the utility of individual targeting approaches. The Immunoglobulin (Ig)-binding domain of the Staphylococcus aureus protein A has been genetically-incorporated into Ad fiber, allowing antigen-specific Ig to serve as bifunctional adapter molecules. Another complex targeting system designed by Barry, Campos, and colleagues utilizes the high affinity biotin-avidin interaction.\(^4,5\) This system exploits the incorporation of a biotin acceptor peptide (BAP) into the structural proteins of Ad, which allowed metabolic biotinylation of these vectors during propagation.
in 293 cells. All of these studies have demonstrated successful retargeting of adenoviruses in vitro through alternative receptors. However, several limitations could be envisioned for the translation of these targeting approaches for in vivo applications. For instance, viruses with incorporated IgG-binding domains may face a competition with IgGs abundantly present in serum and other biological fluids. On the other hand, drastic modifications of adenoviral structural proteins usually hamper infection and subsequent steps in the viral life cycle, limiting the ability to scale up viral preparations. This could explain why no targeting gains have been reported to date using this strategy in vivo.

In this study we developed a variation of the combined retargeting approach utilizing metabolically biotinylated fibers in the context of a fiber-mosaic viral capsid. The fiber mosaic construct allows expression of two fibers: fiber-fibrin (FF) and the wild type (wt) fiber, both of which are incorporated into viral particles. We have previously demonstrated that inclusion of a second fiber with distinct binding properties can provide virus binding and infection. In contrast to studies by Barry et al. the biotin acceptor peptide was incorporated into one of the fibers resulting in metabolically biotinylated fiber-mosaic Ad (mBfMAd). The wild type fiber facilitates the viral life cycle and allows the fiber-mosaic virus to be propagated to levels near that of the wild type adenovirus. In our study we have exploited biotinylated fiber-fibrin in complex with adapter EGF-Streptavidin to retarget the fiber-mosaic virus to EGF receptor (EGFR) expressing cells both in vitro and in vivo.
RESULTS

Design and characterization of metabolically biotinylated fiber-mosaic adenovirus (mBfMAd). The genome design of the metabolically biotinylated fiber-mosaic adenovirus Ad5FF.PSTCD.F5luc (mBfMAd) was similar to that previously described for AdFF6H.F5luc. A minimal domain of the 1.3S subunit of Propionibacterium shermanii transcarboxylase (PSTCD) was added to the C-terminus of chimeric protein fiber-fibritin. This domain is naturally biotinylated at lysine 89, when expressed in E.coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae by each organism’s cellular biotin ligase enzyme and is also metabolically biotinylated in mammalian cells. Thus, the mBfMAd genome encodes two fibers in the L5 region: a chimeric fiber-fibritin containing a C-terminal 6His tag and the PSTCD domain (FF.PSTCD.6H) and the Ad5 wild type fiber (Fig. 1A). Both fibers contain the tail portion of Ad5 fiber, which anchors them to the penton of the virion and also allows both fibers to be detected with anti-fiber tail AB. The coding sequences of both fibers were spanned by untranslated 5’ and 3’ sequences of the wt fiber thereby providing equal transcription conditions (splicing, polyadenylation as well as regulation by the Major Late Promoter) for both fibers. The fiber-mosaic vector carries the firefly luciferase gene under the control of the CMV promoter in the E1 region of the Ad5 genome (Fig. 1A). The mBfMAd was rescued in 293 cells expressing the complementary E1 region for Ad5 growth. The titer of fiber-mosaic virus used for this study was 4.83x10^{12} vp/ml. 293 cell culture infected by these viruses at the same MOI exhibited similar rates of CPE development, indicating a comparable time course of infection. Furthermore, the total yield of mBfMAd and physical titers calculated in vp were comparable to the preps of wt virus, indicating that viral yield was not affected. Several lots of the virus have been obtained in the standard lab preparations with the titers ranged from 1.5-10^{12} to 1.3 10^{13} vp/ml. Thus, the yield of mBfMAd was similar to the yield routinely observed for the recombinant Ad5 preparations with unmodified capsid,
suggesting that the additional fiber did not hamper virus propagation and packaging and allowed efficient production of the fiber-mosaic virus.

**Fiber content in fiber-mosaic virions.** To examine fiber incorporation into mosaic virions, we performed a series of Western blots where an equal number of viral particles (2x10⁹) of Ad5luc, Ad5.FF6H.F5luc and Ad5FF.PSTCD.F5luc were loaded on SDS-PAGE (Fig. 1B). Incorporation of FF.PSTCD. 6H into viral particles was confirmed by the interaction with antibodies specific to fiber tail (4D2), trimeric fiber (2A6), and 6-His. Western blots with the 4D2 and 2A6 antibodies revealed fiber monomers and trimers of the correct size. The anti-His Ab only reacted with chimeric fibers from mosaic virions: FF.6H and FF.PSTCD.6H. Attachment of biotin on FF.PSTCD.6H fiber was confirmed by interaction with streptavidin both in Western blot (Fig.1B) and ELISA, where mBfMAd was captured either by streptavidin or EGF-Streptavidin coated on plates (Fig1.C). In addition, the mBfMAd retained CAR binding through wt fiber as demonstrated in Fig1.D. Thus, the presence of the FF. PSTCD.6H in the capsid of the mosaic virus was detected by antibodies directed to all of the functional domains of the protein – fiber tail, fiber trimer, and 6His, thereby demonstrating that the additional fiber was incorporated into the virion and correctly displays all of its functional motifs. The presence of the biotin on this fiber has also been confirmed, thus enabling utilization of our vector in combination with biotinylated adaptors for Ad retargeting strategies.

The fiber content in the mosaic virions was semi-quantitatively estimated by the protein band intensity after staining with 4D2 AB employing Image Tool software. This analysis showed that the average ratio of FF.PSTCD. 6H to wt fiber in mBfMAd was similar to average ratio of FF.6H to wt fiber in AdFF.6H and has been estimated as 1:5 (ranging from 1:3-1:6, where higher ratios were obtained analyzing fiber monomers and lower ratios were obtained based on fiber trimers). Therefore, it could be expected that fiber-mosaic has 1-3 vertices of the viral capsid that contained biotinylated fiber, which can be utilized in retargeting strategy.
Targeting metabolically biotinylated fiber-mosaic vectors to EGFR using the bi-functional adapter EGF-Streptavidin in vitro. Theoretically, any molecule equipped with bispecific binding affinities, one to biotin and another to a target cell-specific receptor, can function as an adapter to redirect biotinylated virus to specific cell types. The bispecific adaptor contained human EGF fused to the core-streptavidin has been previously expressed in the bacterial system and its design and production was described in detail in. This adaptor has been thoroughly characterized and used to retarget AAV to EGFR expressing cell lines. Thus, the availability of this adaptor enabled us to test the utility of our vector in an EGFR retargeting strategy. We first wanted to determine the infectivity of our vector when applied with the EGF-Streptavidin adaptor in vitro.

To analyze EGFR targeting in vitro, we evaluated adaptor–mediated infection by mBfMAd of several cell lines with different EGFR expression status. Cancer cell lines with low (MDA-MB-453) and high EGFR expression (A431, SKOV3ip1, A549) were transduced with Ad5luc or mBfMAd at 100 vp/cell. Viruses were preincubated with EGF-Streptavidin at concentration of 10 ug/ml and purified from excess of adaptor using Microcon filter tubes. The results are shown in Fig.2. On the cell line with low EGFR expression (MDA-MB-453), both viruses showed comparable infectivity as measured by luciferase transgene activity. However, EGF-Streptavidin targeted transduction of mBfMAd resulted in significantly enhanced luciferase activity on EGFR-positive cells compared to that obtained with Ad5luc. The increase in transduction varied from more than 10 fold in A431 to more than 30 fold in SKOV3ip1 cells (Fig.2A). Additional evidence of efficient in vitro retargeting with the bispecific adaptor was also obtained using stable cell lines that express the extracellular domain of human EGFR. Murine fibroblasts NR6 (EGFR-deficient) or NR6wt (EGFR-expressing) were preincubated with either PBS (no adapter) or with increasing concentration of EGF-Streptavidin 1-25 μg/ml, washed, and then transduced with Ad5luc or mBfMAd. Addition of the adaptor enhanced the transduction of EGFR-positive cells in a dose–dependent manner, but had no
effect on cells lacking EGFR receptor expression. The highest concentration of adapter used for retargeting mBfMAd to EGFR positive NR6wt cells resulted in as 8-fold increase in transgene expression, while it only increased transduction of wt Ad by 3.2 folds at the same experimental conditions (Fig.2B). Thus, mBfMAd can achieve enhanced transduction via bispecific adapter in cell lines expressing target receptor.

**Targeting metabolically biotinylated fiber-mosaic vectors to EGFR in vitro after blocking fiber-CAR interaction.** Our EGFR retargeting strategy relies upon the incorporation of modified fiber-fibrin, which is one of the two fibers present in the capsid of the fiber-mosaic virus. Retaining the wt fiber gene in the viral genome (i.e. the wt fiber protein in the viral particle) gives the potential advantage of facilitation of viral life cycle and virus propagation. A possible disadvantage for retargeting is the presence of the wt fiber, which can direct the infection of fiber-mosaic via the CAR-mediated pathway on CAR-positive cell lines. To confirm that biotinylated fibers, which represent only a fraction in the context of viral capsid, are able to mediate virus infectivity and to confirm the dependence of transgene expression on EGF-EGFR interaction, we performed retargeting gene transfer experiments in the presence of the Ad5knob. Virus infectivity in conditions when the binding ability of the wt fiber is blocked would indicate the relative contribution of the second fiber to the overall virus infectivity.

The low EGFR-expressing cell line, MDA-MB-453, and cell lines overexpressing EGFR (A431, A549, SKOV3) were transduced with Ad5luc or mBfMAd at 50 pfu/cell preincubated either with PBS (no adaptor) or with EGF-Streptavidin at concentration of 10 ug/ml. To block the infection via wt fiber, cells were preincubated with 50 ug/ml of recombinant Ad5 knob protein. We have previously shown that this concentration of Ad5knob blocked infectivity of wt virus more than 95% on high CAR-expressing cell lines. The results are shown in the Fig.3. In line with previous experiments, an addition of the EGF-Streptavidin retargeting adapter augmented infectivity of the
fiber-mosaic virus only, whereas it did not influence infectivity of Ad5luc in any cell line tested. In general, mBfMAd demonstrated similar patterns of EGFR-dependent transduction as in previous in vitro experiment with significant gene transfer increase in EGFR-overexpressing cells (A431, SKOV3) and no effect in cells with low EGFR expression (MDA-MB-453). In the presence of Ad5 knob, Ad5luc had predicted pattern of infection block for all cell lines tested. The results of CAR blocking was particularly clear in the highly CAR positive cell line A549, where gene transfer was blocked by 99% in the presence of Ad5knob. Wt Ad infectivity remained at 20-50% of normal levels in other cell lines that express lower levels of CAR, presumably via infection through cellular integrins (A451, SKOV3). Ad5 knob-mediated blocking mBfMAd infection in the absence of adapter did not reduce infectivity as significantly as that for the Ad5luc, and was either similar to infectivity levels without blocking or only decreased to 37-45% of the initial infectivity levels. Most importantly, the fiber-mosaic virus demonstrated efficient adaptor-based retargeting in EGFR-positive cells in Ad5 knob blocking conditions. Infectivity was increased by approximately 300% in A431 cells and 200% in SKOV3 cells in blocking conditions, where wt fiber presumably did not participate in infection. The level of EGFR-based infectivity was higher on cell lines with high EGFR expression and moderate CAR expression, indicating that in the situation where CAR-mediated infection is negligible, transduction via a second fiber dominates and is sufficient to mediate infection. Thus, biotinylated fiber can mediate adapter-driven transduction in the context of mosaic virions.

**Analysis of EGFR retargeting with mBfMAd in vivo using a murine model of ovarian carcinoma.** Next, we wanted to test whether our retargeting strategy gives any benefits when applied in vivo. The SKOV3ip1 cell line has been previously shown to have a high expression of EGFR.12 This cell line also demonstrated high levels of EGFR-mediated retargeting in our in vitro experiments. Thus, we utilized an intraperitoneal xenograft model of human ovarian cancer based on
i.p. injection of SKOV3ip1 cells into CB17 SCID mice for analysis of in vivo targeting by mBFmAd. After tumors have been developed, the animals were injected ip with Ad5luc or mBfMAd viruses with or without preincubation with the EGF-Streptavidin adapter. Expression of luciferase was measured 48 hr later in tumor and liver tissue lysates. As shown in Fig. 4A, EGFR-mediated infection with mBFmAd resulted in a statistically significant increase in luciferase expression in tumors. Addition of the adaptor augmented mBfMAd-mediated gene transfer in EGFR-expressing tumors by over 7 fold, with average of RLU/mg protein values of 1668000 ± 530100 and 223900 ± 38910 for groups with and without adapter respectively. Liver gene transfer was not influenced by addition of the adaptor in animals receiving mBfMAd with or without the adapter. Ad5luc showed higher levels of the gene transfer both in tumors and in livers (Fig. 4B) compared to mBfMAd. However, the pattern of retargeting with adaptor for Ad5luc was different from mBfMAd. Preincubation of Ad5luc with EGF-Strept resulted in only a slight increase of gene transfer noted for both tumors and livers in all groups, but this enhancement was not statistically significant. Despite of potential of adenoviral vectors for cancer gene therapy, a major impediment of Ad-based delivery is liver tropism of the vector. Vector modifications that could minimize liver uptake and maximize tumor transduction would enhance vector applicability. In this context, we were also interested how our retargeting efforts were reflected in changing the tumor-to-liver gene transfer ratio. The tumor-to-liver ratio was calculated for each individual animal and presented as individual dots on a graph in Fig. 4C. The mean values of these ratios for the two groups receiving Ad5luc with or without adapter were similar and corresponded to 9.4 and 8.9. The mean ratio calculated for the group receiving mBfMAd has increased from 39 for the group receiving virus without adaptor to 69 for the group receiving EGFR-retargeted virus. Large variations between the values calculated for individual animals within each group were noted, and rendered the differences between these two groups statistically insignificant. However, the EGF-mediated targeting capacities of mBfMAd and
Ad5luc as measured by the tumor-to-liver luciferase activity ratio, were statistically significant (P=0.01). Thus, these data demonstrate the gains of adapter-based retargeting to EGFR-expressing tumor xenografts in the model of localized tumor.

**In vivo retargeting of mBfMAd to EGFR-expressing lung endothelium in EGFR transient transgenic hCAR mice.** We also explored the feasibility of targeting mBfMAd to hEGFR expressed in the pulmonary vasculature of mice. For these experiments we have utilized the model recently developed in our group that is based on transient induction of the target molecule in the pulmonary endothelium. This is accomplished using a combination of the hCAR transgenic mice and Ad-based vectors that allowed endothelial cell-specific antigen expression via placing the transgene under control of the endothelial specific flt-1 promoter.

The hCAR transgenic mice express a truncated human CAR under control of the ubiquitin promoter, resulting in hCAR protein expression in all organs including the lungs and therefore sensitizing the animal to adenoviral infection. The major benefit of this model for testing vector targeting gains is the accessibility of the antigen to systemically introduced targeted vectors. To transiently induce human EGFR in the pulmonary endothelium of hCAR transgenic mice we used the AdfltEGFR adenovirus. We have previously confirmed the functionality of this virus in vitro. Further, we confirmed the expression of hEGFR in the pulmonary vasculature of hCAR mice upon tail vein injection of AdfltEGFR (1 × 10^{11} vp) by staining for EGFR in lung sections (data not shown). To validate EGFR targeting in vivo, hCAR mice preconditioned with AdfltEGFR injection were reinjected 48 h later with 5.0 × 10^{10} vp of mBfMAd preincubated with either PBS or EGF-Streptavidin. The animals were sacrificed 48 h subsequent to the second injection, and luciferase activities in the lungs and livers were quantified. As shown in Fig. 5A, EGF-mediated luciferase activity of mBfMAd in the lungs of pre-treated animals was increased by almost 5-fold compared to that in animals receiving mBfMAd without the adapter (341587 vs. 70625 mean RLU/mg protein,
respectively). This indicates that mBfBAd complexed with molecular adapter was able to efficiently target cells expressing antigen in the lung of mice following intravenous administration. Furthermore, liver transduction by the targeted virus did not increase. This outcome provided a significantly higher lung-to-liver ratio for the EGFR-retargeted group versus the control virus infected group (6.5 vs. 1.3 mean ratios, respectively; P = 0.01) (Figure 5B). Therefore, the accessibility of EGFR expressed in the lung vasculature enables to augment EGFR-based transduction of targeted cells by systemically introduced mBfBAd. In aggregate, these results demonstrate the targeting capacities of our strategy in vivo.
DISCUSSION

In this study we evaluated a targeting approach, utilizing a genetically-modified Ad fiber and adapter-mediated retargeting, both combined in the context of a fiber-mosaic viral capsid. We applied this approach for EGFR targeting, to demonstrate the functionality of our strategy in vitro and to establish the potential of this system for in vivo targeting applications.

Bifunctional adapter molecules have been engineered with specificity for both the Ad capsid protein (mainly Ad fiber) and to alternative cellular receptors distinct from CAR. The main advantage of this system is in its flexibility for using high affinity binders, regardless of their nature and size. However, the necessity for producing complex adapter molecules, such as whole antibodies, antibody fragments, or recombinant fusion proteins, has always been regarded as an inherent drawback of this approach. Nevertheless, efficient adenovirus targeting in vivo has only been reported using adapter-based approaches.14-16

Genetically modified vectors have a theoretical advantage in that they don’t require additional soluble components for infectivity. A number of viruses with fibers constructed in this manner have been reported ranging from minor modifications, including single amino acid substitutions17 and addition of small peptides18,19 to more substantial alterations, such as switching entire protein functional domains (knob, shaft),20-22 and generation of artificial fiber-like scaffolds that retain the essential functional properties of the whole Ad fiber.23,24 These vectors generally fulfill the basic targeting requirements on cells in vitro, but the expected targeting efficacy has not yet been translated to in vivo experiments. In fact, the genetically-modified single component vectors most often require careful optimization of vector design by trial and error. In view of these obstacles, we hypothesized that the fiber mosaic platform, where two fibers are included in the viral genome, presents a more flexible mode for Ad vector modification and may simplify optimization of targeting efforts.
Here, we engineered a novel fiber-mosaic Ad vector, which comprises two fiber types: the wt fiber and Fiber-Fibritin chimera fused to the biotin acceptor peptide (BAP). This strategy has previously been used to metabolically conjugate biotin to viral proteins in mammalian cells, which allows them to be coupled to retargeting adapter molecules that contain streptavidin.\(^4,5,25\) However, the utility of biotin incorporation for virus retargeting has thus far only been demonstrated in vitro and, among all of the structural proteins tested, only fiber-incorporated biotin was capable of efficient retargeting.\(^5\) These studies established that biotin attachment is determined by the locale for BAP incorporation and provided the rationale for our fiber-based retargeting strategy.

Although our fiber-mosaic vector does provide an alternative tropism, the native tropism is not completely ablated due to the retention of the wt fiber in the viral capsid. The targeting function is delegated to a recombinant fiber while keeping the structural and functional integrity of the wt fiber during all stages of viral life cycle. The presence of wt fiber served to amplify the fiber-mosaic Ad to titers as high as $10^{12}$-$10^{13}$ vp/ml in regular laboratory-scale preparations. The presence of wt fiber may undermine the efficiency of retargeting, since just a fraction of fibers present on the viral capsid will serve for retargeting purposes. However, efficient redirection of our vector towards cells expressing EGFR was validated in vitro. The adapter-driven mBfMAd increased transduction of EGFR-positive cell lines 10-23 fold, compared to transduction without adapter. This level of enhancement is comparable with previously reported values obtained utilizing a complex of the wt virus with different bispecific molecular adapters.\(^12,26\) Similarly, adenovirus retargeted through an “adenobody” strategy demonstrated a 10-fold enhancement of infectivity on A431 cell line.\(^27\) Efficient utilization of the retargeting fiber was demonstrated using blocking experiments. The mBfMAd vector complexed with EGF-Streptavidin maintained a high level of gene transfer in the presence of Ad5 fiber knob concentrations that blocked infectivity of the Ad5luc control virus in the presence or absence of the adapter. These data additionally support the ability of mBfMAd to
redirect infection through the EGFR pathway. Thus, we believe that the proposed mosaic virus can efficiently utilize one of the mosaic fibers to redirect virus to alternative receptor in vitro.

Retargeting of different viruses through cell growth factor receptors, such as epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR), which is highly expressed on tumors of different origin, has been validated in several adapter-based studies. All reported adapter constructs were effective at coupling Ad to EGFR and resulted in increased gene transfer to EGFR expressing cell lines. This proved that EGFR pathway is compatible with adenoviral infection cycle. EGF exhibits high affinity binding to EGFR, which leads to rapid internalization via the receptor-mediated endocytic pathway but no recycling of the receptor-ligand complex. Thus, the EGFR pathway is one of the best studied and proven pathways for adenoviral retargeting in vitro. However, in vivo studies involving such experiments are scarce and primarily utilize intratumoral administration of retargeted viruses. There is often a disconnect between the virus targeting efficacy in vitro and that in vivo, whereby the retargeting results obtained in cell culture does not translated into in vivo gains. Thus, we next wanted to test if our retargeting strategy using fiber-mosaic virus can be effective in vivo and retarget mBfmAd to EGFR expressing cells.

Initial in vivo studies for retargeting adenoviral vectors were carried out using adapter-mediated approaches in intraperitoneal models of human cancer in mice. This approach allows evaluation of targeting without the major hurdle of systemic virus administration, sequestration of the injected virus by the liver. The SKOV3ip ovarian cancer cell line expresses a very high level of EGFR and thus presents a good model to test EGFR targeting. Depending on the experimental conditions, mBfmAd demonstrated a 5-20-fold increase in gene transfer on these cells in vitro. Thus, it seemed logical to test whether the targeting gains would be paralleled in vivo. When injected in mice with preestablished intraperitoneal SKOV3ip xenografts, EGFR-retargeted mBfmAd increased tumor luciferase expression 7-fold, while gene expression in the liver was not affected. Gene transfer
efficiency with the Ad5luc vector was also slightly enhanced by the presence of the adapter. We have noted similar effect of adapter on Ad5luc infectivity in vitro, but the adapter-based gene transfer enhancement of Ad5luc was lower than that of the mBFmAd. Moreover, the addition of the adapter to Ad5luc increased gene transfer in both tumor and liver to the same extent, which finally resulted in similar tumor-to-liver ratio for Ad5luc with or without adapter (9.4 vs 8.9), while the mean tumor-to-liver ratio calculated for the group receiving mBFmAd has increased from 39 to 69 for virus without adapter and EGFR-retargeted virus, respectively. Of note, previous publications on adapter-mediated Ad retargeting, under similar experimental conditions, report only qualitative data on targeting gains $^{32,34}$ or targeting gains of at most two-to-five fold. Thus, the retargeting strategy applied to mBFmAd allowed to achieve comparable increase in tumor gene transfer in the context of ovarian cancer xenografts.

Another approach to test retargeting properties of adenoviral vectors in an efficient manner was recently developed in our group. $^2$ Since systemically introduced vectors retargeted to tumors are to overcome multiple physiological barriers before reaching their targets, it has been proposed that the display of targeting molecules at accessible sites would facilitate testing of targeting gains of systemically administered adenoviral vectors. An hCAR-transgenic mouse model that is sensitized to Ad infection and is used to transiently express tumor antigens in the lung vasculature was recently reported to be efficient for evaluating vectors targeted to CD40 and carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA). $^{2,35}$ Thus, the hCAR mice were used to confirm whether our targeting strategy using the combination of two targeting modes in a single vector could efficiently target hEGFR expressed in the lungs. Expression of hEGFR was transiently induced in the mouse pulmonary endothelium by systemic injection of recombinant adenovirus AdfItEGFR. In this model, mBFmAd retargeted to EGFR expressed in mouse lungs shown 5-fold enhancement in the lung gene transfer, which resulted in increased the lung-to-liver retargeting ratio from 1.3 for the virus without adapter to 6.3 for the
retargeted virus. The lung-to-liver ratios calculated in our experiment for the retargeted fiber-mosaic vector correlated well with the values obtained in a previous study utilizing this model for CD40 retargeting (lung-to-liver ratio of 5.2 for CD40-retargeted virus and 1.2 for irrelevant virus), thus providing a good estimate of the level of transductional retargeting gains achievable in this in vivo model. Overall, this transient transgenic model system allowed our targeting strategy to be evaluated.

Despite the fact that statistically significant differences in gene transfer was obtained by targeted versus untargeted virus in both models tested, a considerable variation of gene transfer values were obtained for individual animals, particularly for the calculated tumor-to-liver or lung-to-liver ratios. Specifically, this was observed in the groups receiving mBFmAd with adapter. These variations could be associated with the individual in vivo conditions, experimental errors, or factors related to the retargeting system itself in its current design, such as uniformity of virus prep and virus-adapter formulation.

All experimental work included in this study was done using single mBFmAd and Ad5luc preps, which were characterized for vp and pfu content, as well as the degree of fiber incorporation and biotinylation. However, we would like to stress that the uniformity of viral preparation in terms of the fiber content of each individual viral particle remains unknown. It is likely that the preparation of fiber-mosaic virus could contain (i) truly fiber-mosaic particles having both fibers in one viral capsid, (ii) a mixture of viral capsids displaying just one of the fibers, (iii) a combination of both variants. This factor may affect the overall performance of the fiber-mosaic virus. Of note, native fiber-mosaic viruses of serotype 40 and 41 have equal presentation of both fibers and apparently display both fibers in a single viral particle.

Another possible cause for inconsistence of viral preps is potential recombination. Although we were trying to minimize homologous sequences in mosaic genome, the rearrangement at low level still exists. DNA isolated from several viral preps of mBFmAd was tested for the rearrangement and
reversion to the single fiber genome by PCR. A low level of PCR product with size corresponded to the recombination event was detected in viral preps, and in plasmid preps of mBFmAd Shuttle vector and Ad genome, which are the standard steps of designing adenoviral vector. We believe that recombination at some low level occurred in the plasmid DNA while it is being propagated in bacteria, thus mBFmAd viral prep also may carry low level of contamination with viruses with one fiber. To minimize recombination in improved generations of fiber-mosaics, silent point mutations can be introduced into fiber tail sequences. In addition, we also can not exclude possible batch to batch variation of mBFmAd preps in terms of biotinylated fiber incorporation. For this experiment virus was pre-incubated with the adapter without any additional purification. However, further optimization for obtaining the virus-adapter complex can be considered. The crude viral prep obtained after the first virus CsCl banding can be further purified on avidin columns to eliminate virions lacking the recombinant fibers fibers. We are currently testing the consistency of fiber-mosaic virus preparations. Several lots of virus preparation did show a similar ratio of wt fiber to biotinylated fiber incorporation as described previously. However, different experimental and viral amplification conditions may bias or favor incorporation of the retargeting fiber and influence the overall efficiency of the retargeting strategy.

In this study we have demonstrated enhanced gene transfer based on transductional retargeting of our vector. It would be of a considerable interest to investigate to which extent it will translate to therapeutic endpoints. Several publications indicated the feasibility of conversion of the vector targeting gains to the treatment benefits in experimental animal models. Thus, our future goal will include the introduction of an anti-cancer therapeutic gene in the context of the proposed fiber-mosaic platform to test therapeutic efficacy of our retargeting strategy.

In summary, we have confirmed that mBfMAd complexed with EGF-Streptavidin could successfully retarget virus to EGFR-expressing cancer cell lines. Most importantly, the evidence of
utility of this strategy was demonstrated in vivo. The targeting potential of mBfMAd complexed with EGF-Streptavidin was tested on two in vivo models that overexpress EGFR in different tissues. First, we utilized a mouse model of locoregional EGFR-positive ovarian xenografts. Secondly, the retargeting capacity of mBfMAd/EGF was tested on a “transient transgenic” mouse model with transient expression of hEGFR in the mouse lung vasculature. mBfMAd/EGF achieved a higher transduction level in the lung compared to mBfMAd without adapter. Moreover, tumor-to-liver or lung-to-liver gene expression ratios for retargeted mBfMAd increased in both models tested. Thus, we demonstrated that additional fiber in fiber-mosaic could be used for biotinylation and this modification, in combination with appropriate adapters, can be successfully exploited for adenoviral retargeting strategies. Importantly, our study demonstrated the proof of preclinical utility of our targeting strategy in animal models.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cells. The 293 human kidney cell line was purchased from Microbix (Toronto, Ontario, Canada). The human ovarian carcinoma cell line SKOV3.ip1 was obtained from Janet Price (M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX.). The human epidermoid carcinoma (A-431), human ovarian carcinoma (SKOV3), lung carcinoma (A549) and human breast cancer (MDA-MB-453) cell lines were from the American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, Va.). NR6 and NR6wt cell lines were obtained from Dr. Alan Wells (University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA). These cell lines represent 3T3-derived fibroblasts lacking endogenous EGFRs (NR6) or the same cell line retrovirally transduced with the complete human EGFR (NR6wt).11

Antibodies. Monoclonal antibodies against the Ad5 fiber tail (4D2) and the fiber trimer (2A6) were purchased from Lab Vision (Fremont, CA). Anti-His antibody was obtained from QIAGEN (Valencia, CA). Secondary goat anti-mouse IgG HRP conjugated antibody was obtained from DAKO (Carpinteria, CA). Streptavidin and biotinylated HRP for Western blot were from Vector Labs (components of Vectastain ABC kit). Streptavidin for ELISA was from Southern Biotechnology Association, Birmingham, AL.

Recombinant proteins. Recombinant soluble CAR protein was provided by Dr. Igor Dmitriev, The Gene Therapy Center, University of Alabama at Birmingham.12 The fiber-knob domain of Ad5 fibers was produced in Escherichia coli with N-terminal tags of six consecutive histidine residues (6-His), using the pQE30 expression vector (Qiagen, Valencia, CA). Recombinant EGF-Streptavidin was obtained as described in Ponnazhagan et al.10 Briefly, this adapter was obtained by cloning coding sequences of EGF in frame with core-streptavidin in the vector pSTE2-215 Yol. For large-scale production of the fusion protein, 1 L of bacterial culture was induced with 20 μM IPTG (isopropyl-β-D-thiogalactopyranoside) for 5 h at 30°C. Protein was purified from both soluble periplasmic extract and remaining inclusion bodies. To obtain soluble periplasmic extract of
recombinant protein cell pellet was resuspended in 1/100 of the original culture volume in a buffer containing 50 mM Tris-HCl and 20% sucrose (pH 8.0). To purify protein from inclusion bodies, the pellet remaining after previous step was resuspended in 1/50 volume (to that of the original culture) of a buffer containing 6 M guanidine-HCl and 100 mM Tris (pH 7.0) and left rotating overnight. Following centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 30 min, the supernatant containing the fusion protein was affinity purified with an Ni-nitrilotriacetic acid (Ni-NTA) column (Qiagen) according the manufacture manual. The eluted fusion protein was dialyzed against a buffer containing 100 mM Tris and 400 mM L-arginine and stored as frozen in aliquots at -20°C.

**Viruses.** Adenoviral vector having wild type fiber (Ad5luc) was used as a control for infectivity assessment of fiber-mosaic virus. Fiber mosaic virus AdFF/F5 was genetically encoding two fibers: Fiber-fibritin containing 6-His at C-terminus and wt fiber was used in virus binding experiments. Both viral genomes are isogenic to mBfMAAd except the fiber region and contain the firefly luciferase gene under CMV promoter in E1 region. AdfltEGFR was used for transient expression of human EGFR in mouse lung vasculature in experiments testing systemic targeting of mBfMAAd. The design of this virus is similar to the virus AdfltCEA described in, where EGFR cDNA replaced CEA. EGFR cDNA was amplified from plasmid pcDNA3-EGFR. All viruses were CsCl purified and viral particle titer was determined according to standard procedure.

**Generation of metabolically biotinylated fiber-mosaic adenovirus (mBfMAAd).** The design of the genome of metabolically biotinylated fiber-mosaic adenovirus Ad5FF.PSTCD.F5luc (mBfMAAd) was similar to that described previously for AdFF6H.F5luc, where the virus genome encodes two fibers in the L5 region: chimeric fiber-fibritin containing C-terminal 6His (FF6H) and Ad5 wild type fiber. The coding sequences of both fibers are spanned by untranslated 5’ and 3’ sequences of wt fiber, with intent to provide equal transcription conditions for both fibers (splicing, polyadenylation and regulation by the Major Late Promoter). To create Ad5FF.PSTCD.F5luc we
added a minimal domain of the 1.3S subunit of Propionibacterium shermanii transcarboxylase (PSTCD) to the chimeric protein fiber-fibrin. This domain is naturally biotinylated at lysine 89, when expressed in E.coli and Saccharomyces cerevisiae by each organism’s cellular biotin ligase enzyme and also can be metabolically biotinylated in mammalian cells. DNA of PSTCD domain was amplified by PCR from the PinPoint-Xa2 plasmid (Promega) using primers 5'-GGCTCTAGAGCCGGTAAGGGCAGAG and 5'-CCGTCTAGAGATCCCGATCTTGATG. The amplified fragment was then inserted into the XbaI site of plasmid pZeroFF6H, to obtain FF.PSTCD.6H. The cDNA of the resulting fiber FF.PSTCD.6H was amplified and cloned into a fiber mosaic shuttle vector pTGbx using ClaI and SwaI sites, therefore the shuttle plasmid finally has tandem fibers: FF.PSTCD.6H and Ad5 wt fiber flanked by Ad sequences. The Ad5 fiber-mosaic genome was obtained by homologous recombination of the mosaic shuttle vector (pTGbx FF.PSTCD.6H) with SwaI-linearized Ad5 genome backbone plasmid pVK700 in Escherichia coli BJ5183. The pVK700 plasmid contains cytomegalovirus (CMV) promoter-driven firefly luciferase gene in the E1 region as a reporter gene. The plasmid obtained was designated as pAdFF.PSTCD.6H.F5luc. The fiber-mosaic virus AdFF.PSTCD.6H.F5luc was rescued in 293 cells and purified by a standard CsCl gradient protocol. Titers of viral preps were determined in physical (vp) units, and infectious (pfu) units by TCID50 method according to the AdEasy protocol (Strategene, La Jolla, CA). Single virus preps of both Ad5luc and mBfMAd were used throughout the entire study. The physical titers obtained were 4.15x10^{12} and 4.83x10^{12} vp/ml for Ad5luc and the mBfMAd vector, while the infectious titers were 4.50x10^{11} and 8.97x10^{0} pfu/ml, respectively. Ratio of vp/pfu for Ad5luc and mBfMAd was 1:9 and 1:530, respectively.
**Western blot analysis.** Western blot to detect virus fibers and confirm fiber biotinylation was performed as described. Briefly, aliquots of Ad vectors equal to 5x10⁹ viral particles (vp) were loaded on sodium dodecyl sulfate 4-20% gradient PAGE (BioRad, Hercules, CA) either boiled or unboiled. After separation, viral proteins were electroblotted onto a polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) membrane and detected with 4D2, 2A6, anti-His monoclonal AB followed by secondary antibody conjugated with HRP or streptavidin/ biotinylated HRP for detection of fiber biotinylation. The blots were developed with 3,3′-diaminobenzidine (DAB).

**ELISA.** To test the binding properties of fiber-mosaic Ad, solid-phase binding enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) was performed. Binding attributed to wild type Ad fiber was confirmed by interaction with CAR as described. Binding properties of the mosaic virus attributed to the biotinylated fiber were tested in interaction with streptavidin and EGF-streptavidin, which were coated on plastic at 50 μg/ml and 5 μg/ml correspondingly in 100 μl of 100 mM carbonate buffer (pH 9.5) during overnight incubation at 4°C. After washing and blocking, the wells were incubated with the virus followed the secondary antibodies.

**Ad-mediated gene transfer assay.** Infectivity of the mBfMAd in tumor cell lines was determined by gene transfer assay. Amount of mBfMAd or Ad5luc was calculated for each gene transfer experiment depending on cell numbers in the experimental protocol to correspond to the desired MOI. Viruses were preincubated with EGF-Streptavidin at the concentration of 10 μg/ml in 300 ul of PBS for 1h at room temperature and purified from excess of adaptor using Microcon Centrifugal Filter Devices YM-100 (molecular weight cut-off 100 kDa) (Amicon Bioseparation., Millipore, Bedford, MA, USA). Viruses used as no adaptor control underwent the same procedure as above except PBS was added instead of the adaptor. Aliquots of the prepared viruses in DMEM-F12 containing 2% fetal bovine serum (FBS) were added to the cells and infection was carried out for 2 hr at 37°C. The cells were incubated in complete media with 10% FBS at 37°C to allow expression
of the luciferase gene for twenty four hours. Luciferase activity in the cell lysates was analyzed by using the Promega (Madison, Wis.) luciferase assay system and a Berthold (Gaithersburg, Md.) luminometer.

In the system with artificial expression of human EGFR, mouse fibroblast cells NR6 or NR6wt stably transduced with human EGFR were first preincubated for 10 min at RT with either PBS (no adaptor) or with increasing concentration of EGF-Streptavidin (1-25 ug/ml). After washing with PBS cells were transduced with Ad5luc or mBfMAd at 50 pfu/cell. Luciferase assay was performed as described above.

**Competitive inhibition assay.** Cell lines with low (MDA-MB-453) or high EGFR expression (A431, A549, SKOV3) were plated in 24-well plates at a density of 1x10^6 cells/well. On the following day the cells were preincubated with recombinant Ad5 knob at 50 ug/ml for 10 min at room temperature to block infection via the wt fiber. Viruses were prepared as described in previous section and applied to cells, after the blocking step was completed, at MOI 50 pfu/cell for 2 hr at 37°C. Unbound virus was washed away with PBS, and medium with 10% FBS was added to each well. Forty hours later, the cells were processed for luciferase assay as described above.

**In vivo retargeting of mBfMAd to EGFR using animal model of ovarian carcinoma.** CB17 SCID female mice 6-8 weeks of age (Charles River) were injected intraperitoneally (ip) with 10x10^6 SKOV3ip1 cells to establish intraperitoneal ovarian tumors. At day 21 after SKOV3ip injection, mice (n=7 per group) were followed with ip injection of Ad5luc or mBfMAd viruses at 1x10^10 vp/animal preincubated either with adaptor EGF-Streptavidin (10 μg) or PBS. Mice were sacrificed 48 hr later, all visible tumor nodules (combined and treated as one tumor sample from each animal) and livers were excised and luciferase assay was performed in tissue lysates. Same lysates were used to determine protein concentration by Bio-Rad assay.
In vivo retargeting of mBfMAd to EGFR-expressing lung endothelium in EGFR transient transgenic hCAR mice. The transgenic hCAR mice were a generous gift from Dr. Sven Pettersson (Karolinska Institute, Sweden). These mice express truncated human CAR (hCAR) under the control of the human ubiquitin-C promoter, thus allowing hCAR expression in a variety of tissues, including the lungs, kidneys, liver, heart, brain, and muscle. In this study, 8–12-week-old hCAR mice screened for presence of hCAR using PCR and flow cytometry were used. First, hCAR transgenic mice were preconditioned to achieve transient EGFR expression in lung endothelium. For that mice were injected via tail vein with $1 \times 10^{11}$ vp of AdfltEGFR per animal. Transient expression of Ad transgene in lung endothelium under these conditions has been first demonstrated by Everts et al. Forty-eight hours after the first injection, each mouse was injected iv with $5 \times 10^{10}$ vp of mBfMAd preincubated either with EGF-Streptavidin (100 ng) or PBS. All animals were sacrificed 48 hours after last viral injection. Lung and liver luciferase activities were measured and normalized for protein content determined by Bio-Rad assay.

Animal experiments and protocols were reviewed and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of University of Alabama at Birmingham.

Statistics. Student’s t-test was employed for statistical analysis where $p < 0.05$ was considered to be statistically significant.
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Fig. 1. Design and characterization of metabolically biotinylated fiber-mosaic adenovirus (mBfMAd)

A) Diagram of fiber-mosaic adenovirus Ad.FF.PSTCD.6H.F5luc (mBfMAd) genome. Modification of L5 region of Ad genome includes tandem of fiber genes: fiber-fibritin with biotin acceptor peptide PSTCD and 6His tag and wt Ad5 fiber.

(B) Fiber content in fiber-mosaic AdFF6H.F5luc virions. Equal amounts of Ad5luc AdFF6H.F5luc and Ad.FF.PSTCD.6H.F5luc (5x10^9 vp) in SDS sample buffer were loaded on gradient (4–20%) SDS gel either boiled or unboiled. Electrophoretically separated viral proteins were transferred to PVDF membrane and developed with monoclonal antibodies specific to fiber tail (4D2), fiber trimer (2A6), 6His-Tag and Streptavidin-HRP.

(C, D) Binding characteristics of mBfMAd. Binding of mBfMAd to streptavidin (C) and recombinant CAR (D) was tested in ELISA. The number of virus particles used for binding experiments was within the range of 1 × 10^7–2 × 10^10 which corresponded to 0.01-5 μg of viral protein per well. Control lane shown represents nonspecific binding of mBfMAd to the plastic surface in the absence of CAR.

Fig. 2. Increased gene transfer to EGFR-expressing cell lines.

(A) Cancer cell lines with low (MDA-MB-453) and high (A431, SKOV3ip1, A549) EGFR expression were transduced with Ad5luc or mBfMAd at 100 vp/cell.

Viruses were preincubated with EGF-Streptavidin at concentration of 10 μg/ml, purified from excess of adaptor using centricon tubes and applied on cells. Results are presented as % of increase of luciferase expression with adaptor. Mean luciferase expression of the same virus without adaptor was designated as 100 %.
(B) Murine fibroblasts NR6 or NR6wt EGFR, expressing extracellular domain of human EGFR, were preincubated with either PBS (no adaptor) or with increasing concentration of EGF-Streptavidin 1-25 μg/ml. Cells has been were transduced with Ad5luc or mBfMAd at 50 pfu/cell. Results are presented as increase of luciferase expression with adaptor. Mean luciferase expression of the same virus without adaptor was designated as 100 %.

Fig. 3. Infectivity of mBfMAd Ad after blocking fiber-CAR interaction.
Cell lines with low EGFR expression (MDA-MB-453) and cell lines overexpressing EGFR (A431, A549, SKOV3) were transduced with Ad5luc or mBfMAd at 50 pfu/cell preincubated either with PBS (no adaptor) or with EGF-Streptavidin at concentration of 10 ug/ml. To block infection via wt fiber cells were preincubated with Ad5 knob recombinant protein at 50 ug/ml. Twenty-four hours later the cells were processed for luciferase assay. Results are presented as % of luciferase expression compared to infection of this virus without adaptor or knob blocking. Data presented are mean average of triplicates plus sample standard deviation.

Fig. 4. In vivo retargeting of mBfMAd to EGFR using animal model of ovarian carcinoma.
CB17 SCID mice were injected ip with 10x10⁶ SKOV3ip1 cells to establish intraperitoneal ovarian tumors. At day 21 after SKOV3ip injection, four groups of mice (n=7) were injected with Ad5luc or mBfMAd viruses either without adaptor or preincubated with EGF-streptavidin. Viruses were injected ip at 1x10¹⁰ vp/animal. Mice were sacrificed 48 hr later, tumors and livers were excised and luciferase assay was performed in tissue lysates. Results are presented as luciferase expression (RLU) normalized for protein content (mg protein) for mBfMAd (A) and Ad5luc (B), and as tumor-to-liver ratio of luciferase expression (C). Tumor-to-liver ratio was calculated for individual animals
and represented as one dot on a graph. Bars represent averages of values in each group (n=7), P=0.01.

Fig. 5. **In vivo retargeting of mBfMAd to EGFR-expressing lung endothelium in EGFR transient transgenic hCAR mice.**

hCAR transgenic mice were injected with AdfltEGFR at $10^{11}$ vp/mice via tail vein for expression of EGFR in lung endothelium followed by second injection of mBfMAd with or without adaptor at $5 \times 10^{10}$ vp/animal via tail vein 48 hr later. 48 hours after mBfMAd all animals were sacrificed.

A) Lung and liver luciferase activities 48 hr after intravenous administration of mBfMAd with or without EGF-Streptavidin adaptor. Results are presented as lung and liver luciferase expression (RLU) normalized for protein content (mg protein).

B) Lung-to–liver ratios of luciferase activities in individual animals (n=7). Bars represent averages of values in each group (P=0.01).
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Abstract

Purpose: Adenovirus serotype 5 (Ad5) has been used for gene therapy with limited success due to insufficient infectivity in cells with low expression of the primary receptor, the coxsackie and adenovirus receptor (CAR). Evidence that Ad serotype receptors other than CAR may be of use was presented in previous studies that showed the Ad3 receptor is expressed at high levels in ovarian cancer cells. We hypothesized that combined use of unique chimeric fibers in the context of novel mosaic Ad vectors would enhance infectivity via non-CAR pathways in ovarian cancer cells.

Experimental Design: We constructed and characterized Ad5 vectors that utilize Ad3 knob and reovirus fibers to generate a fiber mosaic virion. Serotype 3 Dearing reovirus utilizes a fiber-like σ1 protein to infect cells expressing sialic acid and junction adhesion molecule 1 (JAM1). We, therefore, constructed a fiber mosaic Ad5 vector, designated Ad5/3-σ1, encoding two fibers: A σ1 chimeric fiber, and the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber composed of an Ad3 knob.

Results: Functionally, Ad5/3-σ1 utilized sialic acid, JAM1, and Ad3 receptor for cell transduction and achieved maximum infectivity enhancement in ovarian cancer cells with low CAR expression. Furthermore, Ad5/3-σ1 achieved infectivity enhancement in primary tissue slices of human ovarian tumor.

Conclusions: We have developed a new type of Ad5 vector with the novel tropism, possessing fibers from Ad3 and reovirus, that exhibits enhanced infectivity via CAR independent pathway(s). In addition, the flexible genetic platform of vector allows different combination of fiber variants that can be incorporated within the same particle.
Introduction

Ovarian cancer is the most fatal gynecologic malignancy in the United States, and its incidence is reported to be increasing (1). Poor prognosis is associated with delayed diagnosis until advanced stage. Five-year survival rates in patients diagnosed with advanced stage disease continue to be less than 30% despite aggressive surgical debulking and chemotherapy. Cancer gene therapy has been widely investigated in the last decade as one of the new approaches for ovarian cancer. Adenoviral vectors, in particular vectors based on human serotype 5 (Ad5), have shown a great applicability in preclinical evaluations (2). Despite exciting preclinical data, adenoviral gene therapy approaches have yet to display significant clinical benefit. Although, limited treatment-related toxicities of this vector have been demonstrated in completed phase I gene therapy trials for ovarian cancer patients, the therapeutic efficacy of these protocols was not satisfactory (3). In general, poor therapeutic results have been attributed in large part to insufficient transduction of tumor cells. Human tumor cells frequently express little to none of the primary Ad receptor, coxsackie and adenovirus receptor (CAR) (4, 5). This CAR deficiency renders many tumor cells resistant to Ad infection, undermining cancer gene therapy strategies that require efficient tumor cell transduction. To address this issue, strategies are being developed that aim at modifying the Ad vector tropism to achieve CAR-independent transduction.

Genetic capsid modification has rationally focused on the fiber knob domain, which is the primary determinant of Ad tropism, to achieve CAR-independent cell entry. We previously demonstrated that a fiber mosaic Ad5 vector provided viral entry via two different pathways, resulting in an additive gain in infectivity in a variety of transformed...
cells, including ovarian cancer cells (6). We derived a fiber mosaic Ad5 vector that incorporates two distinct fibers: the Ad5 fiber and a chimeric reovirus fiber (6). The chimeric reovirus fiber includes the fiber-like σ1 protein, which is a receptor-binding molecule of serotype 3 Dearing (T3D) reovirus. The σ1 protein has been reported to utilize the coreceptors JAM1 and sialic acid for cellular binding (7, 8). These receptors are clearly distinct from the Ad5 receptor and together determine T3D reovirus tropism. Of note, this fiber mosaic modification greatly enhanced vector infectivity in cancer cells compared to the wild-type Ad5 fiber. To further increase infectivity of the fiber mosaic Ad5 vector, and to gain more specific infectivity for ovarian cancer, we replaced the Ad5 wild-type fiber gene in a tandem-fiber cassette with the gene for a chimeric Ad5/3 fiber. The Ad5/3 fiber contains the tail and shaft domains of Ad serotype 5 and the knob domain of serotype 3. It has been suggested that the Ad3 receptor is expressed at high levels in ovarian cancer cells. Ad5 vectors, that express a chimeric fiber consisting of the Ad serotype 3 knob domain (Ad5/3) have been shown to significantly increase infectivity in ovarian cancer cells. Thus, we engaged in the construction and characterization of Ad5 vectors that were mosaics Ad3 knob and reovirus fibers. The goal being a newly developed fiber mosaic Ad vector, which could bind to ovarian cancer cells using the Ad3 receptor, JAM1, and sialic acid cell receptors, thus establishing a novel strategy to achieve infectivity enhancement based on a CAR-independent tropism.

A noteworthy aspect of our fiber mosaic strategy is the flexibility whereby different combinations of fiber variants can be incorporated within the same particle. On this basis, fiber mosaic virions can be proposed which embody ever greater potential for enhancement of vector infectivity.
To evaluate the efficacy of the newly established Ad vector, we introduced a thin-slice tumor model technique that has been evaluated in our group. In this regard, Kirby et al. has clarified that the thin-slice tumor model system represents a stringent method of 
\textit{ex vivo} evaluation of novel adenoviral vectors (9). For this technique, the Krumdieck tissue slicer is a novel instrument, which was introduced in 1980s to cut precise tissue slices from an organ of interest (10). Tissue slices thus obtained including those of human derivation are capable of maintaining their original \textit{in vivo} structure and composition. The study provided a means for rigorous preclinical analysis of adenovirus-based replication on patient tumors. We explored the infectivity efficacy of our newly developed mosaic fiber Ad vector utilizing this established technique for preclinical evaluation, thus providing a powerful tool to determine the therapeutic index for clinical translation.
Materials and Methods

Cell lines. The 293 cells were purchased from Microbix (Toronto, Ontario, Canada). Human ovarian cancer cell lines ES-2 and OV-3 were obtained from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC, Manassas, VA). Human ovarian adenocarcinoma cell lines OV-4 and Hey were a kind gift from Dr. Timothy J. Eberlein (Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA) and Dr. Judy Wolf (M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, Houston, TX), respectively. L929 cells were maintained as described previously (8). All other cell lines were cultured in media recommended by suppliers (Mediatech, Herndon, VA and Irvine Scientific, Santa Ana, CA). FBS was purchased from Hyclone (Logan, UT). All cells were grown at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2.

Generation of the $\sigma_1$ chimeric fiber construct. A schematic of the $\sigma_1$ chimeric fiber structure is shown in Figure 1A. To design the $\sigma_1$ chimeric fiber, the fiber tail domain of Ad5 was fused in its whole length to the entire $\sigma_1$ coding region in frame with a carboxy-terminally encoded 6-histidine (6-His) sequence, resulting in F5S1H as described previously (6).

Generation of shuttle plasmids for the fiber mosaic Ad5 genome. We previously created a shuttle vector, pNEB.PK.FSPF5S1/F5, which contained tandem fiber genes for the $\sigma_1$ chimeric fiber, F5S1H and the wild-type Ad5 fiber (6). The current shuttle vector was based on pNEB.PK.FSPF5S1/F5. We replaced the Ad5 knob sequence of the wild-type Ad5 fiber with the Ad3 knob coding sequence in frame, resulting in pNEB$\sigma_5$/3. Technically, a fiber shuttle vector, pNEB.PK.F5/3 (11), containing an Ad5 tail, Ad5
shaft, and an Ad3 knob was utilized to extract the coding sequence of the Ad3 knob with $NheI$-$MunI$-digestion. Another shuttle vector, pNEB.PK.FSPF5S1/F5, was digested with $NheI$ and $MunI$ for removal of the Ad5 knob sequence. A $NheI$/$MunI$ fragment containing the coding sequence of the Ad3 knob from pNEB.PK.F5/3 was cloned into the $NheI$-$MunI$-digested pNEB.PK.FSPF5S1/F5, resulting in pNEBσ5/3, containing the $\sigma$1 chimeric fiber, F5S1H, and the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber genes in tandem.

**Generation of recombinant Ad.** A schematic of the viruses used in this study is shown in Fig.1B. Recombinant Ad5 genomes containing the tandem fiber genes were derived by homologous recombination in *E. coli* BJ5183 with *SwaI*-linearized rescue plasmid pVK700 and the *PacI* and *KpnI*-fragment of pNEBσ5/3 containing tandem fibers, essentially as described previously (12). The recombinant region of the genomic clones was sequenced prior to transfection into 293 cells. All vectors were propagated in 293 cells and purified using a standard protocol (13). The resultant fiber mosaic virus was Ad5/3-$\sigma$1. Viral particle (v.p.) concentration was determined by the OD$_{260}$ method as described by Maizel, et al. (14). The infectious titer was determined according to the AdEasy Vector System (Qbiogene, Inc. Carlsbad, CA).

**PCR amplification of viral genome fragments.** Viral DNA was amplified using the Taq PCR Core Kit (Qiagen Inc., Valencia, CA). The sequences of the primers were as follows: Ad5tail-sense 5’-ATGAAGCGCGCAAGACCGTCTGAAGAT; Ad3knob-antisense 5’-GTCATCTTCTCTCTAATATAGGAAAAGGTAAATGGGG; and $\sigma$1head-antisense 5’-ATTCTTGCGTGA AACTACGCGG.
**Protein electrophoresis and Western blotting.** To detect the incorporation and the trimerization of fibers in virus particles, Ad vectors equal to $1.0 \times 10^{10}$ to $1.0 \times 10^{11}$ v.p. were resolved by SDS-PAGE and Western blotting as described previously (15).

**Recombinant proteins.** The fiber-knob domains of Ad5 and Ad3 fibers were produced and purified as described previously (11). The protein concentrations in all experiments were determined by the Bradford method (Bio-Rad Laboratories, Hercules, CA).

**In Vitro Gene Transfer Assays.** Cells were infected with viruses at 37°C for 1 hour and unbound virus was washed away. A luciferase assay was performed 24 hours later (Promega, Madison, WI) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Data are presented as mean values ± standard deviation.

**Competitive inhibition assay.** Recombinant Ad3 fiber knob proteins or anti-JAM1 polyclonal antibody (c-15, Santa Cruz Biotechnology, Inc., Santa Cruz, CA) were incubated with the cells at 37°C for 15 minutes prior to infection. Alternatively, cells were treated with 333 milliunits/ml of *Clostridium perfringens* neuraminidase type X (Sigma-Aldrich Co, St. Louis, MO) at 37°C for 30 minutes to remove cell-surface sialic acid, followed by two washes with PBS. Cells were then exposed to viruses at 37°C for 1 hour. Unbound virus and blocking agents were washed away. After 24 hours of incubation at 37°C, the cells were processed for performance a luciferase assay, as previously described. Subsequent procedures were the same as described previously. Data are presented as mean values ± standard deviation.
**Precision-cut human ovarian tumor slices.**

Following institutional review board approval, primary human ovarian tumors were obtained from newly diagnosed ovarian cancer patients who underwent debulking surgery as primary treatment. The ovarian tumor was kept in RPMI medium supplemented with 10% FBS, 2mM L-glutamine, 100 U penicillin/ml, and 100 µg/ml streptomycin on ice until dissection. Precision-cut ovarian tumor slices (diameter 8 mm, thickness 150 µm) were prepared using a Krumdiek Tissue Slicer (Alabama Research and Development, Munford, AL) (9). Sequential slices were transferred into 6-well plates containing 2 ml of complete culture medium and placed on a rocker plate. These tumor slices were maintained at 37°C in a 5% CO₂ environment on the rocker plate and allowed to preincubate for 2 hours before treatment. The ovarian tumor slices were then infected with 100 vp/cell of each virus at 37°C for 1 hour on the rocker plate, after which unbound viruses were washed away. The tumor slices were processed for a luciferase assay after 24 hours of incubation at 37°C, as described previously (16).
Results

Construction of fiber mosaic viruses. To create a chimeric fiber structurally compatible with Ad5 capsid incorporation, the σ1 chimeric fiber (F5S1H) was designed to comprise the amino-terminal tail segment of the Ad5 fiber sequence genetically fused to the entire T3D σ1 protein, and a carboxy-terminal 6-His tag was included as a detection marker (Fig.1A) (6). Our previous fiber mosaic virus (Ad5-σ1) contained tandem fiber genes, wherein the F5S1H σ1 chimeric fiber was positioned in front of the Ad5 wild type fiber gene. We replaced the Ad5 wild type fiber gene of the tandem-fiber cassette with the genome of the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber containing the tail and shaft domains of Ad serotype5 and the knob domain of serotype 3 (11). Our current tandem-fiber cassette contained tandem fiber genes, wherein the F5S1H σ1 chimeric fiber was positioned in front of the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber gene in the L5 region of the Ad5 genome (Fig.1B). In this configuration, each fiber was positioned before the untranslated sequences of the wild-type fiber to provide equal transcription, splicing, polyadenylation, and regulation by the major late promoter. We constructed E1-deleted recombinant Ad genomes (Ad5/3-σ1) containing the σ1 chimeric fiber (F5S1H), the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber, and a firefly luciferase reporter gene controlled by the CMV immediate early promoter/enhancer. Following virus rescue and large scale propagation in 293 cells, we obtained Ad5/3-σ1 vector at concentrations of $6.48 \times 10^{12}$ v.p. per ml. These concentrations compared favorably with that of Ad5Luc1 at $3.74 \times 10^{12}$ v.p. per ml, Ad5/3Luc1 at $8.7 \times 10^{11}$ v.p. per ml, and Ad5-σ1 vector at $5.31 \times 10^{12}$ v.p. per ml. In addition, the v.p. per Plaque Forming Unit (PFU) ratios determined for Ad5/3-σ1, Ad5Luc1, Ad5/3Luc1, and Ad5-σ1 were 13.8, 13.3, 2.76, and 22, respectively, indicating
excellent virion integrity for both species. Of note, the control vectors used throughout this study, Ad5Luc1 and Ad5/3Luc1 each contained one fiber and are isogenic to Ad5/3-σ1 in all respects except for the fiber locus.

Definition of fiber gene configurations for fiber mosaic Ad. We confirmed the fiber genotype of Ad5/3-σ1 via diagnostic PCR, using the σ1 chimeric fiber or the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber primer pairs and genomes from purified virions as PCR templates (Fig. 2A). To confirm that Ad5/3-σ1 virions contained both trimerized fibers, we performed SDS-PAGE followed by Western blot analysis on viral particles. The 4D2 anti-Ad5 fiber tail monoclonal antibody (Neomarkers, Fremont, CA) was used and fiber bands were observed at approximately 180 kDa for unboiled samples of Ad5Luc1, Ad5/3Luc1, and Ad5/3-σ1 virions, corresponding to fiber trimers (Fig. 2B, lanes 1, 3 and 5). In boiled samples, the 4D2 antibody detected bands of apparent molecular mass of approximately 60 kDa, indicative of fiber monomers (lanes 2, 4 and 6). The fiber mosaic viruses were difficult to resolve by Western blotting, due to the near-identical sizes of the σ1 chimeric and the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber proteins. To confirm the presence of the σ1 chimeric fiber protein in virions, we used the anti-Penta His monoclonal antibody (QIAGEN Inc.) which recognizes 6-His tags (Fig. 3C). Fiber bands corresponding to both trimeric and monomeric σ1 chimeric fiber protein were observed using the anti-Penta His antibody. (Fig. 3C, lanes 1 and 2). These results confirm that the trimeric F5S1H σ1 chimeric fiber was incorporated into Ad5/3-σ1 virions.
The Ad5/3-σ1 vector exhibits sialic acid-, JAM1-, and Ad3 receptor-dependent tropism. Our hypothesis was that inclusion of both the σ1 chimeric fiber (F5S1H) and the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber into an Ad5 vector would enhance infectivity of Ad-refractory cell types via expanding the vector tropism. To test the Ad5/3-σ1 tropism, we performed neuraminidase treatment to remove cell-surface sialic acid, and performed competitive blocking experiments using an anti-JAM1 antibody or recombinant Ad3 knob protein. Ad5/3Luc1 was used as a positive control for the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber function. For this analysis, we used the low CAR expressing human ovarian cancer cell line, Hey, due to its high sialic acid, JAM1, and Ad3 receptor expression (6). Transduction with Ad5/3-σ1 was inhibited 12% using the anti-JAM1 antibody, which increased to 25% when combined with neuraminidase (Fig. 3A). Combined treatment with neuraminidase, anti-JAM1 antibody, and the Ad3 knob protein reduced transduction by 78%, compared to controls receiving no blocking agent (Fig. 3A). Together, these data confirm that the Ad5/3-σ1 vector utilizes sialic acid, the JAM1 binding domain of the σ1 chimeric fiber (F5S1H), and the Ad3 receptor binding domain of the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber for cell transduction. These findings indicate that Ad5/3-σ1 created sialic acid-, JAM1-, and Ad3 receptor-dependent tropism, confirming the functionality of the σ1 chimeric fiber (F5S1H) and the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber in our fiber mosaic Ad5.

Ad5/3-σ1 vector exhibits increased transduction of CAR-deficient cells. To determine the contribution of the σ1 chimeric fiber to the expanded Ad tropism, we evaluated Ad5/3-σ1 infectivity in L929 murine fibroblast cells that are commonly used for propagating reovirus. L929 cells express both the sialic acid and JAM1 σ1 receptors but
no detectable CAR. As expected, Ad5/3-σ1 resulted in the maximum increase level of
gene transfer (57-fold), relative to both Ad5Luc1 and Ad5/3Luc1 in L929 cells (Fig. 3B).

*Ad5/3-σ1 vector exhibits increased transduction of low-CAR ovarian cancer cells.* In
our previous study, we confirmed that the Hey, OV-4, ES-2, and OV-3 ovarian cancer
cell lines were sialic acid/JAM1-positive but low-CAR (6). Ad5/3-σ1 results in a 33-fold
(OV-3) to 62-fold (Hey) increase in luciferase activity compared to Ad5Luc1. Luciferase
activities were also enhanced in OV-4 (1.74-fold) and OV-3 (3.43-fold) cells using
Ad5/3-σ1, compared to Ad5/3Luc1 (Fig. 4A). Many clinically relevant tissues are
refractory to Ad infection, including ovarian cancer cells, due to negligible CAR levels
(17). To more closely model the clinical situation with the most stringent substrate, we
analyzed Ad5/3-σ1 transduction of primary human ovarian carcinoma cells. Importantly,
Ad5/3-σ1 increased gene transfer to precision cut ovarian cancer tissue slices from 1.7- to
59-fold versus Ad5Luc1 (Fig. 4B). Herein, we have outlined the construction, rescue,
purification, and initial tropism characterization of a novel vector containing a non-Ad
fiber molecule. Our results show that in low-CAR cells, Ad5/3-σ1 provides novel
tropism and results in increased gene transfer rates, compared to wild-type Ad5. This is
accomplished using the reovirus coreceptors JAM1 and sialic acid, in combination with
the Ad3 receptor. The novel tropism of this vector represents a crucial attribute for Ad-
based gene therapy vectors.
Discussion

One of the major strategies to enhance the therapeutic potential of Ad5-based cancer gene therapy has been to engineer novel adenoviral vector systems which alter the tropism of adenoviruses away towards receptors that are more abundant than its primary receptor, CAR, on the surface of primary tumor cells. Variable, but usually low expression of CAR has been documented in many cancer cell types, including glioma, rhabdomyosarcoma, and ovarian cancer (18-20). We have reported that a fiber mosaic Ad5 vector strategy allowed viral entry via two different pathways with additive gains in infectivity in a variety of cell types (6). In this study, we evaluated the use of a fiber mosaic Ad5 vector that utilizes both the Ad3 (Ad5/3) and reovirus receptors, which are independent of conventional Ad5 tropism. This vector was based on the previously reported fiber mosaic Ad5 vector that incorporates two distinct fibers: the Ad5 fiber and a chimeric reovirus fiber. The current fiber mosaic Ad5 vector was generated by substituting the Ad3 knob in place of the Ad5 knob domain. We constructed an Ad5 genome utilizing a tandem fiber cassette, which resulted in an Ad5 vector that expressed both the Ad5/3 fiber and the σ1 chimeric fiber. We confirmed that the fiber mosaic Ad5 virions incorporated both fibers by Western Blot analysis and by the functional ability of both fibers to utilize the appropriate receptor(s) for viral transduction. This is the first vector which contains non-CAR binding fibers from two different virus families to replace Ad5 tropism.

We further confirmed that the addition of the σ1 chimeric fiber contributed to augmentation of gene transfer compared to Ad vectors with single fiber in cells lacking the Ad5 and Ad3 receptors. Ad5/3-σ1 provided a 57-fold increase in gene transfer
relative to both the wild-type fiber control virus, the Ad5Luc1 and the single Ad5/3 fiber
cell virus, Ad5/3Luc1, in L929 cells that lack Ad5 and Ad3 receptor expression.

Consistent with our hypothesis of enhanced infectivity, we observed augmented gene
transfer with Ad5/3-σ1 in all ovarian cancer cell lines tested, ranging from 33-fold to 62-
fold, when compared to the wild-type fiber control virus, Ad5Luc1. However, compared
to the single Ad5/3 fiber control virus, Ad5/3Luc1, augmented gene transfer on the same
cell lines was modest ranging from 1.74-fold to 3.43-fold.

Importantly, the enhanced infectivity of the Ad5/3-σ1 virus was observed on more
stringent clinical substrates, human primary ovarian tumor tissue slices, although the
augmentation of gene transfer was variable. The thin-sliced tissue culture is an ideal
method for preclinical *ex vivo* infectivity analysis because it allows evaluation of
adenoviruses in primary tumors derived from cancer patients (9). Consistent with our
hypothesis of enhanced infectivity, we observed augmented gene transfer with Ad5/3-σ1
in all patient tumor slices tested, ranging from 1.7-fold to 59-fold. This augmentation
was variable, and often occurred in tumor slices with supposedly diverse receptor
expression profiles. We believe this variation is due to variable receptor expression
between tumor slices. Clearly it would be of interest to directly correlate receptor
expression with the degree of infectivity in clinical specimens. Unfortunately, this was
not possible with the samples studied here, because the whole tumor specimen was
necessary for analysis of infectivity enhancement. However, we have demonstrated a
good correlation between primary receptor density, infectivity and oncolysis in our
previous *in vitro/ vivo* studies using cell lines (18, 21-25).
There are two possible explanations for the modest level of Ad5/3-σ1 gene transfer compared to the single Ad5/3 fiber control virus, Ad5/3Luc1. At first it may be due to reduced levels of the σ1 chimeric fiber incorporation compared to the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber in fiber mosaic Ad5 particles. We previously confirmed that both 4D2 anti-Ad5-tail antibody and 6-His antibody could detect fibers with similar band intensity in Western blot when equal numbers of virus particles were loaded. Figure 2B and 2C showed the presence of both fibers on Ad5/3-σ1. However, to detect the σ1 chimeric fiber in our fiber mosaic Ad5 vector using 6-His antibody, we had to load ten times the number of virus particles compared to the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber as detected by using 4D2 anti-Ad5-tail antibody. This result suggests that incorporation of the σ1 chimeric fiber is insufficient compared to that of the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber on Ad5/3-σ1. This would explain the limited additivity of transductional efficiency by the σ1 chimeric fiber in ovarian cancer cells. Another explanation is that the Ad3 receptor in ovarian cancer was generally expressed at higher levels, and most of the cells infected with fiber mosaic Ad5/3-σ1 were able to accomplish this via the A5/3 fiber (18). Even when JAM1 or sialic acid is expressed on ovarian cancer cells, the binding may be negligible since the σ1 chimeric fiber was incorporated less efficiently in the fiber mosaic Ad5/3-σ1 as described above. Because the Ad3 receptor is widely expressed on ovarian cancer cell surfaces of epithelial origin, the σ1 chimeric fiber could have played a minimum role in the increased transductional efficiency, compared to control virus with Ad5/3 fiber, Ad5/3Luc1, infection. Thus, we have used the “fiber mosaicism” concept, the use of two separate fibers with distinct receptor recognition, to combine the use of multiple receptors to enhance viral
infectivity (6). In this study, the mosaic fiber Ad5/3-σ1 vector provided enhanced infectivity in low-CAR expressing ovarian cancer cell lines. This was the result of multiple non-CAR receptor binding properties provided by the fiber elements of different virus families. Ad gene therapy vectors with CAR-independent tropism may prove valuable for maximal transduction of low-CAR expressing tumors using minimal vector doses. Furthermore, this study utilized a preclinical assay that involved primary human ovarian tumor tissue to evaluate the fiber mosaic Ad vectors and proved further evidence of a preclinical screening strategy for examining improved gene therapy agents.
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Figure Legends

**Fig. 1.** Schema of fiber mosaic Ad5 genomes. (A) Key components of the σ1 chimeric fiber. In the σ1 chimeric fiber, the tail of Ad5 fiber is fused to the reovirus fiber protein σ1 and a six-histidine (6-His) tag is fused to the carboxy-terminus of the σ1 chimeric fiber through a linker (designated F5S1H). (B) Map of Ad5 genomes with fiber modification. In all vectors, the E1 region is replaced by CMV promoter/luciferase transgene cassette. Ad5/3-σ1 is a fiber mosaic vector that carries the σ1 chimeric fiber with a carboxy-terminal 6-His tag (F5S1H) as well as the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber. Ad5/3Luc1 is a control virus that carries the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber. Ad5-σ1 is a fiber mosaic vector that carries the σ1 chimeric fiber with a carboxy-terminal 6-His tag (F5S1H) as well as the wild-type Ad5 fiber. Ad5Luc1 is a control virus that carries the wild-type Ad5 fiber.

**Fig. 2.** Analysis of fibers in rescued viral particles. (A) Detection of fiber genes in the Ad genome. Rescued viral particles were analyzed with PCR, using pairs of the σ1 chimeric fiber primers or the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber primers. pNEBσ5/3 was used as a positive control for both fibers. Absence of a PCR template was designated as the “Control”. (B)–(C) Western blot analysis of fiber proteins in purified virions. (B) A total of $1.0 \times 10^{10}$ v.p. per lane of Ad5Luc1 with the wild-type Ad5 fiber (lane 1, 2), Ad5/3Luc1 with the chimeric Ad5/3 fiber (lane 3, 4) or Ad5/3-σ1 with dual fibers (lane 5, 6) were resuspended in Laemmli buffer prior to SDS-PAGE, electrotransfer, and detection with the 4D2 anti-Ad5 fiber tail antibody. The samples in lanes 2, 4 and 6 were
boiled (b), while lanes 1, 3 and 5 (unboiled (u)) contain proteins in their native trimeric configuration. (C) A total of $1.0 \times 10^{11}$ v.p. per lane of Ad5/3-σ1 (lane 1, 2), and Ad5-σ1 (lane 3, 4) with dual fibers were probed with an anti-6-His antibody. Lane 1: unboiled Ad5/3-σ1 virions, lane 2: boiled Ad5/3-σ1 virions, lane 3: unboiled Ad5-σ1 virions, lane 4: boiled Ad5-σ1 virions, and lane 5: recombinant Ad5 knob with a 6-His tag as a positive antibody control.

**Fig. 3.** *Evaluation of the efficacy and receptor specificity of Ad5/3-σ1 mediated gene transfer.* (A) Analysis of Ad5/3-σ1 receptor usage in Hey cells. *C. perfringens* neuraminidase (NM), an anti-JAM1 antibody (JAM1 Ab), and recombinant Ad3 fiber knob protein (Ad3 knob) were employed to block Ad5/3-σ1 infection. Hey cells were either untreated or treated with 100 μg/ml anti-JAM1 antibody, both an anti-JAM1 and antibody 333 milliunits/ml neuraminidase, or combined reagents with neuraminidase, anti-JAM1 antibody and 50 μg/ml recombinant Ad3 fiber knob protein. Cells were incubated with 100 v.p./cell of Ad5/3Luc1 (gray bar) or Ad5/3-σ1 (black bar) and harvested 24 hours later for luciferase activity. All luciferase values were normalized against the activity of controls receiving no blocking treatment valued at 100%. Each data point is an average of four replicates. The error bars indicate standard deviation.

(B) Mouse fibroblast cells (L929) were incubated with Ad5Luc1 (blank bar), Ad5-σ1 (dotted bar), Ad5/3Luc1 (gray bar) or Ad5/3-σ1 (black bar) at 10, 100, and 1000 v.p./cell. Luciferase activity was determined 24 hours post-infection and is expressed as relative light units (RLU). Each bar represents the mean of three experiments. The error bars indicate standard deviation.
Fig. 4. Infectivity profiles of Ad5/3-σ1. (A) Representative ovarian cancer cell lines, Hey, OV-4, ES-2, and OV-3 were infected with Ad5/3Luc1 (gray bar) and Ad5/3-σ1 (black bar) at 10 and 100 v.p./cell. Luciferase activity was measured 24 hours post-infection and is expressed as relative light units (RLU). Each bar represents the mean of three experiments plus the standard deviation. (B) Human tumor slices of ovarian cancer patient were infected with Ad5Luc1 (blank bar), Ad5-σ1 (dotted bar), Ad5/3Luc1 (gray bar) or Ad5/3-σ1 (black bar) at 100 v.p./cell. Luciferase activity was measured 24 hours post-infection and is expressed as RLU/mg protein. Each bar represents the mean of four experiments plus the standard deviation.
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Abstract

Purpose: To investigate the combined effect of using a novel survivin promoter-based conditionally replicating adenovirus (CRAd-S.RGD) plus cis-diamminedichloroplatinum (cisplatin, CDDP) on ovarian cancer in vitro and in vivo. Methods: The viability of SKOV3 ovarian cancer cells was performed by using the MTT assay after infection with different doses of CRAd-S.RGD and CDDP. Specifically, 10 pfu/cell of CRAd-S.RGD, 10 μg/ml of CDDP and 10 pfu/cell of CRAd-S.RGD plus 10 μg/ml of CDDP were compared, respectively. Antitumor efficacy and survival curves were evaluated after treatment with CRAd-S.RGD (i.t. 10⁸ pfu /d, days 1-5), CDDP (i.p. 4 mg/kg/d, days 1, 3, 5), combined treatment of CRAd-S.RGD plus CDDP, or a PBS control administered in subcutaneously in a SKOV-3 xenograft animal model. Apoptosis was determined by TUNNEL assay following the different treatments. Results: In vitro, the CRAd-S.RGD killed SKOV3 cells by oncolysis in a dose-dependent manner. In vivo, superior tumor inhibition and animal survival rates were obtained with a synergistic effect seen using combined treatment with CRAd-S.RGD plus CDDP compared to single treatment with CRAd-S.RGD or CDDP. Apoptosis was also increased following combined treatment. Conclusion: The results clearly demonstrate that CRAd-S.RGD combined with CDDP synergistically increases the therapeutic efficacy. The same therapeutic efficacy could be obtained by using combined treatment with CRAd-S.RGD plus CDDP at two lower doses that minimize the drug toxicity to host tissues. This strategy is a potential therapeutic modality for treatment of ovarian cancer.
Introduction

Virotherapy represents an exciting and novel interventional strategy for range of neoplastic disorders, including ovarian cancer. In this strategy, a virus is rendered conditionally replicative in tumor cells whereby direct oncolytic target cell killing is achieved (1). A variety of viral species have been adapted as virotherapy agents with the majority of clinical trials to date exploiting conditionally replicating herpes simplex virus (HSV) and adenovirus (2,3). Of note, transition of promising virotherapy strategies from the bench-to-bed has proceeded with unpredictable speed. Unfortunately, therapeutic efficacy has been limited by poor infectivity, tumor cell specificity, and high host cell toxicity. The toxicity of adenoviral vectors is a key point in the field of gene therapy since these viruses localize to the liver when systemically administered (4). This could lead to severe or lethal liver dysfunction (5).

To minimize the toxicity of the therapeutic agents, one exciting modality is combined with two or three treatments in one patient to gain therapeutic efficiency and limit toxicity. Recently, Adusumilli et al. (6) reported that CDDP-induced GADD34 expression and selectively enhanced the tumor cell killing effect of the γ134.5-deficient oncolytic virus, NV1066. In their report the authors clearly demonstrated synergistic gains in oncolytic killing of human mesothelioma tumor targets via a combination of NV1066 plus CDDP. Lu et al.(7) described survivin as a therapeutic target for irradiation (IR) sensitization in lung cancer. The authors showed solid data that combined inhibition of survivin and irradiation resulted in significantly decreased lung cancer cell survival. The evidences that IR and CDDP will increase the activity of the survivin promoter in human glioma cell lines (8,9) and cervical cancer cell lines (Rein et al., unpublished data) have been studied in Curiel’s group. Recently, a study has also been exploited by Zhang et al. in which the IR and CDDP stimulated the activity of a survivin promoter in an adenovirus type 5 vector, reAdGL3BSurvivin, in
ovarian cancer cell lines and in primary ovarian cancer cells (manuscript has been submitted to Gynecology Oncology). The tumor cell killing effect of combined treatment with the survivin promoter-based CRAd and chemotherapy, however, has not been exploited in ovarian cancer.

In this study, a novel CRAd agent, CRAd-S.RGD, was used for combined treatment with CDDP for ovarian cancer approach. CRAd-S.RGD is an adenoviral vector in which the E1 expression and viral replication are regulated with the survivin promoter and the viral infectivity is enhanced with a capsid modification, RGD. Combined treatment with the CRAd-S.RGD and CDDP resulted in the enhanced cell killing \textit{in vitro}, retarded tumor growth, and increased animal survival rates in xenograft model. The synergistic effect of the combined treatment was observed as tumor growth inhibition 40 days post treatment. In addition, the percentage of apoptotic tumor cells was increased by the combined treatment. The results clearly demonstrate that CRAd-S.RGD combined with CDDP results in a synergistic increase in the therapeutic efficacy. Thus, the same therapeutic efficacy could be reached by combined treatment of both CRAd-S.RGD and CDDP at lower doses that minimize toxicity to host tissues. This could be a potential therapeutic modality for treatment of ovarian cancer.
Materials and Methods

Cells, chemicals and animals

The human ovarian cancer SKOV3 cell line was purchased from Institute of Biochemistry and Cell Biology, Chinese Academy of Sciences (SIBS CAS, Shanghai, China). The cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 medium (GIBCO, Grand Island, NJ). Each medium was also supplemented with 10 % heat inactivated fetal calf serum (Hyclone, Logan, Utah), penicillin (100 iu/ml), streptomycin (100 μg/ml) (Sigma, St. Louis, Missouri). Cells were incubated at 37° C in a 5% CO₂ environment under humidified conditions. Cis-diamminedichloroplatinum (cisplatin, CDDP) was purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, Missouri). The Balb/c nude mice (female, 6–8 weeks old) used in this study and were purchased from Shanghai SLAC Laboratory Animal Co. Ltd (Shanghai, China).

Recombinant Adenoviruses  Two plamids, pShuttle-Scs/PA/S-S and pVK503c, were used in this study for constructing the CRAd-S.RGD vector. The pShuttle-Scs/PA/S-S was generated by Zhu et al. (10) and the Ad vector, pVK503c which contains both the E3 gene and a capsid modified RGD motif, was a kind gift from Dr. V. Krasnykh (M.D. Anderson, Houston, TX) (11). After cleavage with Pme I, the shuttle vectors were recombined with Cla I linerized pVK503c to generate a CRAd genome with a RGD-modified fiber. The resultant plasmid encoding the survivin promoter was linearized with Pac I and transfected into 911 cells using lipofectamine (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). The viruses generated, then propagated in D65 cells (a glioma cell line in which survivin gene is over-expressed), and purified by double CsCl density gradient centrifugation, followed by dialysis against phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) containing 10% glycerol. The viruses were titrated by plaque assay in 293 cells, and v.p. number was determined spectrophotometrically based on absorbance at a wavelength of 260 nm. The viruses were stored at -80° C until use.

In vitro Analysis of Cytocidal Effects
In vitro, the cytocidal effects of the CRAd-S.RGD were analyzed by determining the viability of the cells using the MTT assay after infection. Briefly, cells (5.0×10^3 cells per well) were plated on 96-well plates and the next day the cells were infected A) at multiplicities of infection (MOI) ranging from 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10 and 100 pfu/cell of CRAd-S.RGD in infection medium and B) for three groups: group A, infected with 10 pfu/cell of CRAd-S.RGD alone; group B, treated with 10 μg/ml of CDDP alone; group C, infected with 10 pfu/cell of CRAd-S.RGD for 3 h plus treated with 10 μg/ml of CDDP post 24 h-infection. Each point was performed as triplicate. Ten days later, the cell viability was determined using the MTT assay as described (12). Briefly, cells were stained with 20 μl sterile MTT dye (5mg/ml; Sigma, USA) at 37°C for 4 h, then culture medium was removed and 150 μl of Me_2SO was added and thoroughly mixed in for 10 min. Spectrometric absorbance at 570 nm was measured by using a microplate reader. The inhibitory rate on cell proliferation was evaluated using the following formula: Inhibitory rate = (A_{control}−A_{sample})/(A_{control}−A_{blank}) x 100%. A_{control}, absorption of cells without treatment; A_{sample}, absorption of cell treated with Ad agent, CDDP or Ad/CDDP; A_{blank}, absorption of medium.

In vivo studies

Female athymic mice (Balb/c, 6–8 weeks old) were purchased from Shanghai SLAC Laboratory Animal Co. Ltd (Shanghai, China). SKOV3 cells were counted with a Coulter Counter and 97% of cells were viable. 0.3 ml (2.0×10^7 cells) of the cell suspension was injected subcutaneously into the right flank of the nude mice. On tumor volumes reaching 300-500 mm^3, the mice were randomly sorted into 4 groups (n = 12/group) as follow: 1) CRAd group, in which tumors were injected with 100μl CRAd (5×10^8 pfu/ml ) of for 5 consecutive days (days 1–5); 2) CDDP group, in which CDDP (4 mg/kg/day) was administered by i.p. for three days (day 1, 3, 5); 3) combination treatment group, in which animals were used i.t. administrations of 100 μl CRAd (5×10^8 pfu) for 5 consecutive days
(days 1-5) and followed CDDP at dose of 4 mg/kg for every other day (day 7, 9, 11) by i.p.; 4) control group, in which the mice injected with PBS as same as group 1. All animals were observed daily throughout the study for food and water consumption, appearance and body condition. Tumor diameter and the general status of the animal were checked twice weekly. The tumor volume was measured using calipers, and calculated by the formula: $1/2xy^2$, where $x$ is the longest distance and $y$ the shortest distance of the tumor. The tumor volume was shown as mm$^3$. The animals were maintained to analyze survival.

**Measurement of apoptosis**

During the course of the study, 3 mice from each group were euthanized and the tumors were harvested (days 14 after the end of treatments). The tumor samples were embedded in paraffin blocks, and 4 μm sections were cut and stained with H&E. The apoptotic degree of the tumor tissues were detected using the Annexin V assay.(13) The tumor tissues were ground into cell suspensions, washed with PBS and stained with conjugated annexin-V and propidium iodide (PI) using the Annexin kit according to the manufacturer’s protocol (PharMigen, Germany). Cells were determined by Flow cytometry (FACSCalibur, Becton Dickinson, Franklin Lakes, NJ) to be viable (annexin-V-negative and PI-negative), early apoptosis (annexin-V positive and PI-negative), or late apoptosis (annexin-V-positive and PI-positive). The cells was quantified as degree of apoptotic the annexin-V-positive cells. Data were analyzed with the ModFit LT program (Becton Dickinson).

**Statistical analysis**

Data were expressed as mean ± SD. from at least three different experiments. two way ANOVA was used to determine the statistical difference between various experimental groups. Cumulative survival rates were calculated with the Kaplan-Meier's method (14) and the differences were
evaluated with the log-rank test. \( P < 0.05 \) was considered to be statistically significant.
Results

The tumor killing effects of CRAd-S.RGD combined with CDDP in ovarian cancer cells

To determine the tumor cell killing effects of combined therapy on SKOV3 ovarian cancer cells, cell viability was assessed by MTT assay following treatment. The results showed that CRAd-S.RGD kills tumor cells in a dose-dependent manner (Figure 1A). After a 10 day infection, the SKOV3 cell viabilities were, 91.1 (± 7.7), 84.9 (± 4.9), 70.1 (± 5.9), 57.9 (± 6.8) and 30.4 (± 8.9) at MOI of 0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10 and 100 pfu/cell, respectively, as shown in Figure 1A. In Figure 1B, SKOV3 cell viabilities were 61.8 % (± 5.3) and 66.8 % (± 5.6) after 10 day infection of CRAd-S.RGD at an MOI of 10 pfu/cell or treatment of 10 mg/ml of CDDP alone, respectively. However, the viable rate of SKOV3 cells dropped to 21.3 ± 4.9 % after infection of CRAd-S.RGD plus treatment with CDDP at same doses.

Antitumor efficacy of CRAd-Survivin-RGD combined with cisplatin in vivo

SKOV3 animal xenograft model was used to assess the therapeutic effects of combined CRAd-S.RGD and CDDP treatment. Tumor volumes were decreased in the three treated groups by a single treatment with either CRAd-S.RGD or CDDP, and combined treatment with CRAd-S.RGD plus CDDP. However, tumor volumes were increase by treatment with PBS in a control group. Compared to baseline tumor volumes at day 1, the average tumor volumes decreased to 54.8 % (443 ± 39 mm$^3$ at day 1 and 243 ± 35 mm$^3$) and 41.9% at day 28 (455 ± 67 mm$^3$ at day 1 and 191 ± 29 mm$^3$ at day 28) in the single therapy groups treated with either CRAd-S.RGD or CDDP, respectively (P<0.05). However, tumor volume dramatically shrank to 26.1 % of the baseline tumor volume (422 ± 63 mm$^3$ on day 1 and 110 ± 30 mm$^3$ on day 28) in combined therapy group treated with CRAd-S.RGD plus CDDP, compared to the baseline tumor volume at day one (P<0.01). Interestingly, the average tumor volume at day 44 returned to 98.4 % of the baseline tumor volume.
(443 ± 39 mm$^3$ at day 1 and 436 ± 23 mm$^3$ at day 44) in the single therapy with CRAd-S.RGD, and 105.9 % (455 ± 67 mm$^3$ at day 1 and 482 ± 22 mm$^3$ at day 44) in the single therapy with CDDP (P<0.05). However, tumor volume dramatically shrank to 18.9 % of the baseline tumor volume at day 44 (422 ± 63 mm$^3$ on day 1 and 80.0 ± 35 mm$^3$ on day 44) in the group with CRAd-S.RGD plus CDDP combined therapy (P<0.01).

The mice in the combined treatment group had superior survival percentages compared to the mice in single therapy and in PBS control groups (Figure 2B). The 50% survival rates were 40, 50, and 60 days for PBS control group, CDDP and CRAd-S.RGD single treatment groups, respectively, while 70% of mice were still alive 100 days after combined treatment with CRAd-S.RGD plus CDDP (P<0.01). No differences in animal weight, behavior, and appearance were observed between single and combined treatment groups.

**Analysis of apoptosis in tumor sections**

Tumors collected at day 14 post-treatment documented the effect of combination therapy. Apoptosis was measured using an Annexin V based Apoptosis Detection Kit (PharMigen, Germany). Apoptosis was reported as the percentage of annexin stained cells among the total living cells. In Figure 3, the combined therapy group resulted in 42.7 ± 4.2 % apoptotic cells (P<0.01) at day 14 compared to 26.6 ± 7.9 % in CDDP and 23.2 ± 2.3 % in CRAd-S.RGD single therapy groups.
Discussion

Despite aggressive chemotherapy regimens after surgical resection, ovarian tumor recurrences are still common. Chemotherapy and radiation therapy is limited due to the inability to effectively treat metastatic lesions in the patients with ovarian cancer. Therefore, more effective strategies are warranted for ovarian cancer treatment. Gene therapy approaches using adenoviral vectors have received wide attention for treatment of human cancer (15). Specifically, oncolytic virotherapy using CRAd has been used in clinical trials (3). However, therapeutic effects were limited because of its poor infectivity, tumor specificity, and high toxicity. Many approaches have reported that the poor infectivity could be overcome by altering viral tropism to utilize CAR-independent pathways. In addition, the tumor specificity could be improved by incorporating a tumor specific promoter, such as the survivin promoter in this study. Further, the toxicity could be minimized by combined treatments to gain the therapeutic index and decrease the individual doses of treatment agents. In this study, we focused on combined treatment.

The tumor specific survivin promoter was used in this approach for driving the luciferase reporter gene in the AdGL3BSurvivin vector, described previously (16). Survivin is a novel member of the inhibitor of apoptosis (IAP) protein family (17), that play an important role in the survival of cancer cells and progression of malignancies (18). Survivin is selectively expressed in some of the most common human neoplasms including ovarian cancer (19), and is undetectable in most normal adult mouse tissue (20). Our previous reports showed that the survivin promoter is a promising tumor-specific promoter exhibiting a “tumor on” and “liver off” profile and has proven to be a good candidate for transcriptional targeting of cancer therapy in a wide variety of tumors, including ovarian cancer (16). As with previous reports (8,9), this group (Zhang et al.) has recently verified that the survivin promoter activity was stimulated by combined treatment with the survivin promoter
based AdGL3BSurvivin vector and cisplatin or radiation, in both ovarian cancer cell lines and primary cells (Submitted to Gynecology Oncology). Thus, the survivin promoter is a cisplatin and radiation responsive promoter in ovarian cancer cells. In this paper, we described the combined effect of using a conditionally replicative adenovirus, CRAd-S.RGD, with CDDP in vitro and in vivo for ovarian cancer therapy.

The CRAd-S.RGD is a replicative adenovirus vector in which the Ad E1 gene is driven by a tumor specific survivin promoter, resulting in the virus selectively replicating in tumor cells but not in normal host cells (21). This CRAd agent retained the adenovirus E3 gene for a tumor cell killing effect, and an RGD motif was incorporated into the Ad HI loop for enhancement of viral infectivity via a CAR-independent pathway (22). Compared to AdGL3BSurvivin, the CRAd-S.RGD vector is a replicating competent adenovirus and has the advantage to directly observe the therapeutic effects, including tumor cell killing and tumor growth inhibition, in vitro and in vivo by combined treatment with CDDP.

Cisplatin has been studied as a single agent and in combined regimens for ovarian cancer and is a first-line cytotoxic agent that is often used in therapy to treat platinum-sensitive ovarian cancer. Overall tumor response rates associated with platinum are relatively high and range from approximately 70-80% (23-25). However, 50-70% of responders will relapse within approximately 18 months after completing the first-line therapy and will require further systemic therapy (24). However, cisplatin is associated with several cumulative toxicities, including dose-dependent renal tubule toxicity and neurotoxicity (26). Therefore, a strategy for minimizing toxicity of cisplatin treatment is warranted.
Although the CRAd-S.RGD is a promising oncolytic virus for multiple tumor targeting (10), the current generation of virotherapy agents, including CRAd-S.RGD, have not been successfully applied in clinical trial because of its safety when administered via a systemic delivery route, specifically, lethal liver dysfunction (5). Alternatively, Khuri et al. applied conditionally replicative adenovirus in combination with cisplatin (27). Their study validated the concept of virotherapy/chemotherapy-combined therapy. In addition, the rationale was established to further explore combinations of conventional anti-tumor modalities which might operate synergistically with replicating viral agents. Further to this end, virotherapy has been combined with conventional anti-neoplastic modalities, including chemotherapy (28) and radiation therapy (29) with anecdotal reports of synergistic gains. On the other hand, many approaches of combined therapy have been frequently used in the clinic, and have been proved to be effective (30, 31).

In our study, CRAd-S.RGD killed SKOV3 tumor cells in a dose-dependant manner and cell killing was dramatically increased. Cell viability decreased to 21.3% by combined treatment with CRAd-S.RGD plus CDDP, compared to 61.8% and 66.8% by single treatment of either CRAd-S.RGD or CDDP alone in vitro, respectively. The same tumor inhibition and survival curve effects were observed in SKOV-3 xenograft mice. Tumor growth was inhibited by the combined treatment and the tumor volume shrank to 26.1% compared to pre-treatment at day 28 compared to 54.8% and 41.9% in single treatment of CRAd-S.RGD and CDDP, respectively. Interestingly, tumor growth was continually inhibited by the combined treatment and the tumor volume shrank to 18.9% compared to pre-treatment at day 44, but not in single treatment groups in which the tumor volumes returned to pre-treatment levels. Apoptotic analyses of tumor sections collected from the combined therapy group revealed obvious enhancement in the percentage of apoptosis, compared with tumors collected from mice treated with either agent alone. This data is similar to that described by
Geoerger et al. in which AdΔ24-P53 was associated with extensive cell lysis, apoptotic cell death, and fibrous fascicle in the tumor (32), however, is in conflict with data from Abou El Hassan et al. (33), which showed no evidence for the involvement of the p53-Bax apoptotic pathway in response to CRAd agents. Moreover, no significant body weight loss was observed in the combined treatment group. These results showed that CRAd-survivin-RGD combined with cisplatin had an improved oncolytic activity and no added toxicity.

When we apply two drug agents to a system, we can obtain either the same response as the sum of the two agents individually (additive), a greater response (synergistic) or a smaller response (if one drug blocks the effects of the other). Synergy was examined in this study based on tumor inhibition rate using combined treatment divided that using single treatment method of Zhang (34). From data summarized in Table 1, the additive effect was observed from day 16 to day 36, due to the percentage from last column of table 1 less than 100% and bigger than tumor inhibition rate (%) from single treatment. The synergistic effect was observed from day 40 to day 44 due to the percentage from last column of table 1 less than tumor inhibition rate from single treatment. The additive effects of combined treatment were obtained at day 10 for Figure 1B and day 14 for Figure 3, respectively. The mechanisms of synergistic activity of the combination treatment are not clear, however, the possibilities, however, are as follows: 1) the antitumoral mechanism of each agent was independent in ovarian cancers and cross-resistance occurs between the viral therapy and chemotherapy; 2) cisplatin could improve viral replication; 3) CRAd-S.RGD augmented the antitumor activity of cisplatin. Of the possibilities, the most important to the current study is that cisplatin could improve viral replication. Previous studies from other groups indicated that survivin expression was increased during cisplatin treatment (35, 36). Our group also indicated that the survivin promoter is a cisplatin and radiation responsible in the context of the adenoviral vector.
The survivin promoter activity was increased with treatment of cisplatin in glioma, ovarian cancer cell lines and in primary tumor cells (8, 9, Zhang et al.). Replication of the CRAd agent, CRAd-Survivin, is under the control of a tumor specific promoter, survivin, which is stimulated by the treatment of cisplatin. To explain the synergistic effect in this study, it is possible that cisplatin stimulates the activity of the survivin promoter, resulting in more E1 protein production that enhances viral replication of the CRAd agent. The E1 level is critical for viral replication, although, Hitt et al. (37) indicated that very low levels of E1 protein are sufficient for virus product in cultured cells, while wild-type Ad5 produces E1A protein in excess of that required.

Cisplatin not only increases the activity of the survivin promoter in the CRAd agent, but also increases endogenous survivin gene expression (35, 36), which reduces the activity of apoptosis and allows tumor resistance to cisplatin-induced apoptosis (38, 39). Thus, the synergistic effect described in this study is a sum of the effects of amplified viral replication and the decrease of the cisplatin-induced apoptosis. Synergistic tumoricidal activity is the key to minimizing the toxicity of both virotherapy and chemotherapy. In this study, the synergistic effect allows dosage reduction for both agents while achieving the same therapeutic efficacy.

In conclusion, our current findings clearly showed that CRAd-S.RGD combined with cisplatin significantly improved cytotoxicity \textit{in vitro} and synergistically increased the efficacy in the xenograft tumor model without a concomitant increase in toxicity. These results suggest that CRAd-S-RGD combined with cisplatin would be a promising therapy for ovarian cancer and this combined therapy has great potential for translation into effective clinical therapy.
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Legends

Figure 1
Cell viability determined by MTT assay. A) Viability of ovarian cancer SKOV-3 cells were infected with different concentrations of CRAd-S.RGD (0.01, 0.1, 1.0, 10 and 100 pfu/cell); B) Viability of ovarian cancer SKOV-3 cells were treated with 10 pfu/cell of CRAd-S.RGD, 10 μg/ml of cisplatin, 10 pfu/cell of CRAd-S.RGD combined with 10 μg/ml of cisplatin, and PBS, respectively. Data were presented as mean ± S.D., n = 3.

Figure 2
Antitumor efficacy of treatments in SKOV-3 ovarian cancer cell xenograft model. Mice with s.c. SKOV-3 flank tumors (10/group) received CRAd-survivin-RGD4C (i.t. 10^8 pfu /d, days 1-5), cisplatin(i.v. 4 mg/kg/d, days 1, 3, 5), CRAd-S.RGD (i.t. 10^8 pfu /d, days 1-5) followed by cisplatin (i.v. 4 mg/kg/d, days 7, 9, 11) and neither (i.t. PBS), respectively. A) SKOV3 tumor volumes change after treatments. Data were presented as mean ± S.D., n = 3; B) Kaplan-Meier survival of animals following the above treatments.

Figure 3
The apoptosis rate of mice tumor tissues were detected by TUNNEL assay after 14 days treatments. Data were shown as means ± SD, n = 3. *P <0.01, vs. PBS. # P <0.05, ## P <0.01, vs. CRAd or cisplatin.

Table 1. Therapeutic effectiveness of combination treatment in animal bearing SKOV3 xenograft.
The ratio 3:2 or 1 can be used to illustrate the potential additive or synergistic effects when the CRAd-S.GRD was given in combination with cisplatin. When the ratio for combination therapy is less than 100% (compared to agent alone), an effect of an additive effect is indicated. If the ratio for combination therapy is significant less than that of single therapy, a synergistic effect is indicated.
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The figure shows the tumor volume (mm$^3$) over days after treatment for different groups: C+C, CDDP, CRAd, and PBS. The graph illustrates the comparison of tumor growth and decline over time, highlighting the effectiveness of each treatment over the days post-treatment.
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Table 1. Therapeutic effectiveness of combination treatment in animal bearing SKOV3 xenograft

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Day after treatment</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Tumor vol. mean (mm³)</th>
<th>ratio (%)</th>
<th>Ratio (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>T: C</td>
<td>3:2 or 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>452</td>
<td>105.9</td>
<td>93.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>103.7</td>
<td>95.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>422</td>
<td>98.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>427</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>101.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>100.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>389</td>
<td>86.4</td>
<td>114.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>448</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>99.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>445</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>68.2</td>
<td>118.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>94.3</td>
<td>85.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>80.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>255</td>
<td>53.0</td>
<td>98.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>77.3</td>
<td>67.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>520</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>42.5</td>
<td>59.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>353</td>
<td>67.9</td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>131</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>552</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>203</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td>57.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>52.2</td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>21.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>583</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>191</td>
<td>32.8</td>
<td>57.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>41.7</td>
<td>45.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>18.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>652</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>52.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>39.7</td>
<td>39.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>693</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>35.6</td>
<td>40.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>40.8</td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>14.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>747</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>48.9</td>
<td>24.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>47.4</td>
<td>25.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>44</td>
<td>PBS</td>
<td>801</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDDP</td>
<td>482</td>
<td>60.2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>16.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARD</td>
<td>432</td>
<td>53.9</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C+C</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>